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CROW LANGUAGE ALPHABET AND PRONUNCIATION
The Crow Bilingual Materials Development Center in the 1970s created an
alphabet for writing the Crow language and all Crow words in this document utilize this
alphabetical system (Medicine Horse 1987).
The Crow alphabet is composed of twenty-seven characters:
a aa b ch d e ee h I ii ia k l m n o o op s sh t u uu ua w x ?
Crow vowel qualities are:
a
aa
e
ee
i
ii
o
oo
u
uu
ia
ua

available
father
bet
able
bit
beat
story
abode
put
booed
area
Nashua

Crow consonant qualities are:
b
ch
ch
d
h
k
k
l
m
n
p
p
s
s
sh
sh
t

bed
church (at beginning or end of word)
jail
(between vowels)
dog
half
kitchen (at beginning or end of word and when doubled within a word)
guy (between vowels)
leap (a sharper “l” than in English)
man
not
paper (at beginning or end of word and when doubled within a word)
baby (between vowels)
size (at beginning or end of word and when doubled within a word)
zoo (between vowels)
shoe (at beginning or end of word and when doubled within a word)
pleasure (between vowels)
time (at beginning or end of word and when doubled within a word)
CROW LANGUAGE ALPHABET AND PRONUNCIATION-CONTINUED
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t
w
x
?

day (between vowels)
way
acht (German ch)
uh-oh (glottal stop)

Almost all Crow words have a vowel that is stressed. The stressed vowel is identified by
an accent mark. The accent is essential for meaning, pronunciation and spelling. In most
cases the word does not have meaning without a stressed vowel. For example, “ahpe” is
not a word, while “áhpe” means “evening” and “ahpé” means “his/her ear.”

x
ABSTRACT

The purpose of this dissertation is to evaluate the oral history of the Apsáalooke
for connections to the four Native science foundations. I interviewed the Crow Cultural
Cabinet Head to attain the stories for each religion. I then compared the content of each
story to the four foundations and found the connections that corresponded. The Clan
System connected to the community foundation. The Sweat Lodge connected to the
environment foundation. The Sacred Pipe ceremony connected to the language
foundation and the Sacred Tobacco Society connected to the spirituality foundation.
Although these connections were developed, there are many more that can be made
interchangeably. The four foundations of Native science and the four belief ways of the
Apsáalooke complemented each other.
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INTRODUCTION

The Apsáalooke, Children Of The Large Beaked Bird, or Crow Indians of
southeastern Montana, emerged as a nation through a long and complex history. Through
this journey to become a distinct people, the Apsáalooke developed a unique relationship
with the world around them. This relationship led to the construction of what is often
termed Indigenous science.
To understand Apsáalooke Indigenous science, this research project employs an
interdisciplinary approach. The methodologies from the academic fields of history,
archeology, geography, linguistics and Native American Studies are utilized. Practices
from these disciplines inform and enrich what the Apsáalooke say about their history.
Nonetheless, the narratives of the Apsáalooke people, as they relate to their own past
through what is commonly termed oral tradition, is the center and foundation of this
project. Archeology is a tool that I am using within this document to express a sense of
place on the landscape. There are two terms to be familiar with as you read through the
arguments using archeology: tradition(s) which mean the material culture found through
archeology in old occupation site, complex refers to variations within a tradition. These
approaches are engaged to support and illuminate Apsáalooke oral tradition. A good
example is the case of archaeology which through material culture provides the
approximate location of the ancestors of the Apsáalooke in the past and in a physical
manner displays the transition from east to west. This migration is explained in
Apsáalooke oral traditions.
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As the Apsáalooke moved from east to west oral tradition explains that they
experienced four transitional periods (Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1. The Four Transitional Periods of the Apsáalooke

Figure 2: Map Illustrating the Four Transitional Periods of the Apsáalooke
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In each of these four transitional periods, a distinct belief way developed. In the next
section the commingling of history, oral tradition and geographic location are explored.

History, Oral Tradition and Geographic Location

Crow Tribal historians and Elders of today state that in the beginning all Native
people were one people. There were no separations into bands or tribes or different
nations. This initial period and the ancestors of that time are called Awáakiiwilaxpaake or
People Of The Earth. During this time, the time of creation, Old Man Coyote showed
some of the people to be braver than all others. This group of people can be seen as the
direct ancestors of the Apsáalooke. To these people, Old Man Coyote gave the clan
system which the Apsáalooke practice to this day. The clan system is the first of four
belief ways of the Apsáalooke. The first of three sweat-lodge ways was also shown to the
ancestors at this time. The sweat-lodge is the second belief way. According to the oral
traditions, the people lived in a wooded area with large bodies of water. This statement is
supported by archaeological findings which place these people somewhere in the presentday Ohio River Valley (McCleary, 2010: 16).
Approximately 4000 to 5000 years ago, this group of Awáakiiwilaxpaake began a
transition to become known as the Bíilukee (Two Leggings, 2007: 115) Bíilukee is
literally translated as On Our Side, but can be understood as, Us People. This was a time
of significant environmental change. The modern day bison occupied the same landscape
as the antique bison but a transition to modern bison was occurring (Frison, 2000: 1). The
antique bison were becoming extinct so the Bíilukee moved westward in search of larger
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game. Bíilukee is a reference of the western Siouan languages that developed into the
Mandan, Hidatsa and Apsáalooke languages. Although the Hidatsa are related
linguistically and by material culture, their development was parallel to the Mandan
(Henning and Toom, 2002: 216). The ancestors of the Hidatsa people began to develop
earthen lodges and later became known as the Awashée, Earthen Lodges, since they built
their homes from earth (Dyck and Morlan, 2001: 123). The ancestral Awashée people
moved further west to the current states of Minnesota and North Dakota. It was during
this period that the second sweat-lodge way was provided. Also at this time the Sacred
Pipe was given to the people by the sister of the Seven Sacred Bison Bulls, which is the
third of the four beliefs ways of the Apsáalooke.
Approximately 2500 to 3000 years ago, two brothers, Red Scout and No
Intestines, went on a vision quest. Both received visions that led them and their followers
on different paths. The time frame above is based on the glottochronology studies
performed by Pierce that estimated that the two languages separated approximately
around 14 BCE (Pierce, 1954: 136). Red Scout and his followers stayed on the Missouri
River and continued to practice farming and are the historic Hidatsa. No Intestines and
his followers embarked on a 100 year search for the Sacred Tobacco Plant (Nicotiana
multivalvus) which according to his vision was to be found in a mountainous area. They
first went west to Chief Mountain on the present-day Montana-Canadian border and then
south to the Salt Lake area and then east to the Canadian River in present Oklahoma.
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Figure 3. Map Depicting Apsáalooke Territorial Homeland

Map Courtesy of Bureau of Indian Affairs for the Crow Tribal Historic Preservation
Office

The Sacred Tobacco was not in any of these places, so they traveled north towards Chief
Mountain again. (Nabokov, 1988: 125)
By this time No Intestines had passed away so his son, Good Growth, was
entrusted to find the plant. When they reached the Bighorn Mountains in Wyoming and
Montana, Good Growth fasted on Cloud Peak, the highest summit in the Bighorns. On
the fourth night of his fast he looked down towards present-day Story, Wyoming and
could see the Sacred Tobacco Plant shining like the stars. They had finally found their
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plant and became the Apsáalooke. Good Growth adopted his own son to begin the first
and ongoing adoption ceremony of the Sacred Tobacco Society. The Tobacco Society is
the fourth of the four belief ways that define the Apsáalooke. With this the Apsáalooke
became a distinct nation. They split into four bands to surround and protect the sacred
mountain (Personal communication George Reed Jr., April 4, 2014). The Apsáalooke
territory stretched from Canada to central Wyoming (Figure 3).

Paradigm Shift: Western Science and Apsáalooke Belief Ways

In Western academia, science became based on predictive, experimental models
developed by Isaac Newton, Rene Descartes, and others in the seventeenth century. It is
hard for outside ideas to crack into the Western scientific paradigms. Every indigenous
culture develops their own ideas and their own practices in their understanding of the
world. Science is thus viewed differently by these indigenous cultures. Since these
outside views are not accepted by Western science, we must observe Native science
through a paradigm lens of its own. In order to transition from one paradigm to another
paradigm, the foundations of the new paradigm must be established. It is my hope that by
establishing this methodology that academia will accept this theory as a new paradigm.
Additionally, the use of oral tradition and confirmation through glottochronology of
temporal division of the Apsáalooke from the Hidatsa indicated a longer time frame than
that is suggested by traditional archeology. The wide range of research methods that I
employed has placed me in this position to refute the timeframes that were established by
past research that only looked at history in a narrow view.
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In the interest of moving away from western concepts I am employing the word
“belief ways” to describe the practices of Apsáalooke spiritually and scientifically. There
are four belief ways that define the Apsáalooke. These belief ways were acquired in
various times and in various geographic location but have been maintained by
Apsáalooke through the generations as part of the canon of religious practices. Although
other forms were adopted by the Apsáalooke, the clan system, sweat lodge, pipe
ceremony, and Tobacco Society are considered strictly Apsáalooke today.
Traditional Ecological Knowledge or TEK is a term that has been adopted by
many federal agencies and academia. People who study TEK seek knowledge from
Indigenous knowledge to incorporate into Western ways of thinking. “There has been an
increasing number of international symposia and workshops, and a rapidly expanding list
of books and other publications on the subject. But this in itself cannot be the sole
explanation of increasing attention to traditional ecological knowledge” (Berkes, 1999:
pg. 17). The reasoning behind seeking TEK is to increase the knowledge base of Western
science. TEK is a part of the larger Western sciences and because this dissertation seeks
to move away from western knowledge systems TEK will not be examined further.
Culture is how Native Americans practice their science. Native science is an
understanding of the environment and how every aspect of this inter-connected
environment participated in the entire system including humans. Although Native
Science has not been clearly defined, I have observed four themes that are repeated
across the literature of Native science and Indigenous knowledge systems that I call the
four foundations of Native science. These four foundations can be applied to Indigenous
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cultures globally. In order to change the mindset of western ideology it is important to
change the view of indigenous ways of knowing by further changing these “ways of
knowing” to “belief ways.” To understand Apsáalooke belief ways one must first
understand these four foundations of Native science that I observed in master’s thesis.
These four foundations will be discussed after this section.
Native science education was multifaceted. It was a survival tool to help the young
learn to live with the environment. Education started at infancy but didn’t end as
individuals grew into adulthood. They would continue to learn from the cosmos and from
each other.
The indigenous goal of living “A good life” is sometimes referred to by
Native American people as striving “To always think the highest thought.”
This metaphor refers to the framework of a sophisticated epistemology of
community-based, spiritual education in which the community and its
traditions form the primary support for its way of life and quality of
thinking. Thinking the thoughts means thinking of one’s self, one’s
community, and one’s environment “Richly” – essentially, a spiritual
mindset in which one thinks in the highest, most respectful, and most
compassionate way, thus systematically influencing the actions of both
individuals and the community. It is a way to perpetuate a “Good life,” a
respectful and spiritual life, and a dynamic wholeness. Thus, the community
becomes a kind of center and context for learning how to live spiritually.
(Cajete, 2000: pg.276)
The community was the main education locale for young people. It was the place
where elders taught the young how to interact in the cosmos. It was the place where
grandfathers would tell stories and cultural histories. It was also a place to live in
harmony in the smaller community that carried on living harmoniously within the greater
community of the ecosystem. Children learned at an early age how to live with their
environment. They learned about their food source and how to wisely use it for future
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sustainability. They learned how to live within their community and to nurture the
relationships with the members of the community. “The key to learning was continual
experience of the natural world through work, play, ritual, food gathering, hunting, and
fishing. In some tribes young people had to plan journeys to apply their knowledge”
(Cajete, 2000: pg. 101). Education was a continual flow of information. This information
was multi-directional in that old taught young but at times young taught old. They also
learned from the environment. They learned how to read weather and signs. Animals,
plants and spirits were also teachers to all.
Education in the traditional Native world was far from the current education
system today. Today a student attends school for about eight hours. In traditional
education a child was immersed in learning twenty four hours a day. The simplest tasks
had some form of learning involved. Songs, stories, and ceremonies all had educational
value. Elders encouraged children to listen and observe the everyday lives of everyone in
the community. As they learned to live with the environment from their mentors they
realized that the knowledge that they gained was connected to the land that they live. The
knowledge belonged to the land. Knowledge was alive and it had a spirit. As the child
learned the ways of his or her community they realized that this knowledge was gained
from the all aspects of the environment and in some cases visions and dreams. “Comingto-knowing means entering into a relationship with the spirits of knowledge, with plants
and animals, with beings that animate dreams and vision, and with the spirit of the
people.” (Peat, 2002: pg. 65)
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The metaphoric mind is the worldview of an infant. The infant is experiencing the
world for the first time. The infant creates metaphors for everything he or she observes.
This metaphoric learning begins from birth to when a child learns how to speak. “[T]he
metaphoric mind is the facilitator of the creative process; it invents, integrates, and
applies the deep levels of human perception and intuition to the task of living” (Cajete,
2000: pg. 28, 29). In Crow culture, short stories in the form of songs were sung to babies.
These songs help developed the metaphoric mind. These songs called “baby shaking”
songs came during the time the Apsáalooke were looking for the Sacred Tobacco Plant. It
was told that many infants died during this time due to the harsh environment. One
distraught mother was given a song to sing to her next born for good health. Once the
child was born the mother sang the song to her child and the child survived. Since that
time many songs have been created. There are many songs that are sung today. There
songs for both boys and girls. These songs tell of animals, the environment, and about
kids at play (Personal communication George Reed Jr., April 4, 2014).
The learning that was completed becomes a part of a person. My clan uncle taught
me how to raise a tipi. This knowledge is something that I have been able to remember. It
has become a part of me. “The philosopher Michael Polyani has written of what he calls
‘tacit knowledge’- a knowing that he says is not passed on through books or verbal
instruction but is learned by direct experience through the whole of one’s being.” (Peat,
2002: pg. 66) Go back in time to when you first learned how to ride a bicycle. It was an
experience of learning how to balance while multitasking the peddles and handle bars.
Once you learned it you can never forget it. This knowledge is something that one
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experiences and then creates a relationship with it to a point that you know through your
whole being.
Native science is the worldview of indigenous peoples and their way of
participation in the cosmos. The foundations of this worldview are community,
environment, spirituality, and language. We will embark on our journey by looking at
each of these foundations and finally bringing them together to view them in an
Apsáalooke specific way.

Community
Community is the glue that holds the whole structure of Native science together.
The community includes the many family groups, the tribe, and every ecosystem.
Gregory Cajete writes,
Through community Indian people come to understand their ‘person-hood’
and their connection to the ‘communal soul’ of their people. Community is
the place where the ‘forming of the heart and face’ of the individual as one
of the people is most fully expressed; it is the context in which the person
comes to know relationship, responsibility, and participation in the life of
one’s people. (Cajete 2000: 86).
A traditional community was comprised of individuals, each with their own area of
expertise. There were warriors, lodge keepers, hunters, medicine men and woman, and
chiefs, and each of these individuals worked together for the greater good of the people in
the community. This was how they participated with their environment. Through
observation of the natural world communities incorporated the natural relationships of the
environment into their social structures. Living as a natural community within the greater
community of the environment brought a strong sense of connection to the world and the
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place they lived in. This was their connection to their homelands: “Native life in
community is a primal pathway to knowledge of relationships with the natural world.”
(Cajete 2000: 99) The community and its character mirror the ecosystem and place in
which a tribe lives.
Each individual participates with the environment and ecosystem in their own
particular way. Their particular style of participation binds the individual to the land and
acts as a gateway to the larger community of the ecosystem. The individual will observe
the natural environment and then participate with the environment in his or her own way.
An example of this participation is the Apsáalooke vision quest. The word for fasting in
Apsáalooke translates to not drinking water. This meant that the individual fasting while
on his or her vision quest was to sit and observe the environment all the while not
speaking, but listening to what the environment had to say. There was also a sacrifice that
had to be given by the individual. This sacrifice consisted of one’s body whether it was a
body part, generally a fingertip, or by slashing the arm and spilling blood on the ground.
It is during these vision quests that an individual would receive his “medicine.”
The ceremony on using an individual’s “medicine” was performed with great care
and respect. This reflects back to the care and respect that an individual had to nature
because the “medicine” was received directly from nature. “As we experience the world,
so we are also experienced by the world” (Cajete 2000: 20). Since a sacrifice was made
to the environment, “world,” the environment gives its power back to the individual to
use in their lives. A symbiotic relationship emerges from both the environment and the
individual. Through this intimate relationship and experiences with the environment the
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individual learns respect and gains the responsibility to Mother Earth and comes to the
realization that everything in the cosmos is related. As Vine Deloria writes,
Indians came to understand that all things were related, and while many
tribes understood this knowledge in terms of religious rituals, it was also a
methodology/guideline which instructed them in making their observations
of the behavior of other forms of life. Attuned to their environment, Indians
could find food, locate trails, protect themselves from inclement weather,
and anticipate coming events by their understanding of how entities related
to each other (Deloria 1997: 41).
The sacrifice of fasting gave the individual the abilities that ensured the survival of
their families, the camp, the clan, and the tribe.
Some of the other gifts that the environment bestowed to an individual were
animal guides, vision and knowledge. Their animal guide led them through life. Medicine
bundles and visions were contracts or agreements with the environment that they lived in.
Native Americans had a perfect interdependent relationship with the natural world.
“Through clan and societal symbolism, ritual, art, and visionary tradition, members
connected themselves to the plants, animals, waters, mountains, sun, moon, stars, and
planets of their world” (Cajete 2000: 95) The abilities that the individual received were
directly from the environment creating this interdependent relationship. This relationship
gave a sense of belonging to the community of the environment.
The Apsáalooke people are a very community minded people. In the oral
tradition, the first belief way that is still practiced today is the clan system. It was given to
the people by Old Man Coyote and serves many purposes. Dr. Lanny Real Bird wrote in
his dissertation, “Ashaammaliaxxia, the Apsáalooke Clan System, is the foundation of
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learning. The clan system serves as a foundation for social control and religious protocol
for honor and respect” (Real Bird 1997: 5).
The entire social structure of the Apsáalooke was community based, from the
children and adults all the way to the various bands that occupied the whole territory.
This community mindset was also evident in how they lived with the environment. The
Apsáalooke word for the clan system is Ashaammaliaxxia which literally means
Driftwood Lodges. The name was based on their observations of environmental forces of
water moving driftwood into interlocking piles that gather along the bank. The
community foundation reflects Ashaammaliaxxia through interrelations. The
interrelations in the ecosystem are complex with many interlocking parts.
Ashaammaliaxxia is also complex with many interlocking parts. Each Apsáalooke can
have three clan affiliations. Two Apsáalooke people can have one to three connections.
This concept is explained through the Creation Story which is presented later in this
chapter.

Environment
This individual relationship with the environment brings us to the next foundation
of the cosmos. Environment, or ecosystem, is the space that every individual on this earth
lives in. It defines our habits and culture. Ecosystems are comprised of many parts with
each of these parts contributing to the whole system. A human body is an ecosystem.
Each cell makes up the various organs in the body. The organs maintain the health of the
body through all their functions. The largest of the organs is of course the skin. On the
surface of the skin reside multitudes of microscopic organisms. As we zoom out of these
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micro-ecosystems, we can see that humans live as part of a greater macro-ecosystem.
Although the humans may not know it, they are participants in that system. They take
from it and they also give back.
Ultimately, the human dies and the energy that is stored in the entire body is
returned to the whole ecosystem. The body is broken down in to the multiple elements
that made the individual and these elements are disbursed back to the environment.
Numerous Apsáalooke warriors have fought and died for the land in Crow Country. It is
out of these sacrifices that Apsáalooke believe the top of the soil is Crow. “Death is
understood as a metamorphosis, wherein the spirit of the deceased does not disappear, but
becomes part of the animating and creative forces of nature.” (Cajete 2000: 21).
The Apsáalooke believe that when a person dies, they do not go to a Heaven or
Hell but rather go to the “Other Side Camp.” This other side is generally thought of living
in this same realm but without a body. These bodiless beings cannot recognize the living.
Some remain on earth as ghosts, because of some wrongdoing while they were alive.
Ghosts can still interact with the living and are generally cruel.
The Apsáalooke have a strong connection to their homelands. Many of the elders
talk of the Sacred Tobacco plant and how the Tobacco has drawn the Apsáalooke to this
land. The ceremony of planting the Tobacco seed is a retelling of their connection to this
land. This connection to the land has given the Apsáalooke knowledge to live with the
land. David Peat wrote in his book Blackfoot Physics, “The way this knowledge is
learned is inseparable from the land and from the people who live on it… Knowledge
belongs to a people, and the people belong to the landscape.” (Peat 2002: 63) The
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discovery of the Sacred Tobacco plant and the subsequent establishment of the territory
due to the location of this plant, provided the Apsáalooke with a large bounty of buffalo
and plants that the land had to offer. The story of the Seven Sacred Buffalos ties the
Apsáalooke to the environment as a participant.
Elders state that the Seven Sacred Buffalo Bulls sweat lodge represents a
cooperation between humans and the environment. Mickey Old Coyote writes, “This is
how the sacred sweat lodge ceremony legendarily began- illustrating an essential truth,
that when men and nature work together, good things happen” (Old Coyote 1995: 32).
When the sweat lodge was performed in the story, they used a natural opening in the
earth. The word for sweat lodge in Apsáalooke is Alawúsuua or “going in to the ground.”
This literally means going into the ground to become a part of the earth.

Spirituality
The participation of Indigenous people with the environment created a very
spiritual experience. Every spiritual aspect of the Apsáalooke world was learned from the
environment, which brought a stronger relationship with the environment. This
spirituality created songs, ceremonies, visions, and dreams. “Ceremony plays a
significant role in Native science. Ceremonies are associated with acts of renewal,
healing, and relationship to particular forms of knowledge” (Peat 2002: 270).
All aspects of spirituality are gifts from the entire ecosystem to Indigenous people
which of course includes the cosmos. Some Apsáalooke individuals have constellations
and specific stars as their “medicine.” The many symbols in Native American spirituality
are based on the environment specific to each Native culture. Many indigenous spiritual
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practices are tribally specific and even more are specific to individuals. It is not fair to
generalize these practices since only an individual can talk about their medicine and how
to use them. Likewise, within a Tribal community, only that tribe can speak
authoritatively of their own practices. In Apsáalooke tradition, the Tobacco Society has
an annual tobacco planting ceremony. This ceremony is a renewal of the contract
between the homeland and the Apsáalooke people. The Apsáalooke sweat lodge is
another spiritual aspect that is specific to an Apsáalooke family. A father would pass his
knowledge down to his son or a mother to a daughter.
For the Apsáalooke the one spiritual practice which makes them distinct from all
other people or nations is the Sacred Tobacco ceremony. In Apsáalooke it is called the
Baasshússuua. The term Baasshússuua literally means soaking, but is a reference to how
the Itchichia, the Sacred Tobacco seed is prepared for planting. It is the definitive practice
of the Apsáalooke, because their leaders were instructed to find it and where it grew
would be their homeland. Elders say that this is a reciprocal relationship, that the land
adopted the Apsáalooke by giving them this sacred item. It made the Apsáalooke
simultaneous a politically distinct nation and a functioning part of the cosmos, in addition
to providing them with their own land (George Reed Jr. personal communication, 2015).

Language
I was fortunate to learn how to speak Apsáalooke as my first language. It is the
language I speak when I talk to elders, my family and community members. When I think
of my community I think in Apsáalooke. When I dream of my people, I dream in
Apsáalooke. Language is one of the primary keys in a tribal community. Language is
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used for communication within the community and also to express their worldview,
society and history. “Language contains the story of their landscape, their great journeys
and migrations, and the spiritual alliances that go back hundreds and even thousands of
years” (Peat 2002: 219).
Growing up on the Crow Indian Reservation, I remember elders and my clan
mothers and fathers telling me that our words are sacred. They would say that once you
speak words, you can never take them back. Language is also an expression of Native
American participation with the land. Language is the verbal connection to the land. For
instance the Apsáalooke never named a place for an individual, but rather named a place
to a specific event. Sometimes these place names may include an individual’s name in
association of an event. “At a deeper psychological level, language is sensuous,
evocative, filled with emotion, meaning, and spirit… it expresses our living spirit through
sound and the emotion with which we speak.” (Cajete 2000: 72) The elders knew that as
we speak the vibrations evoked the spirits of the world. As Peat states in Blackfoot
Physics,
Within Indigenous science, however, language has a power all its own, and
to speak it is to enter into an alliance with the vibrations of the universe…
thoughts are inseparable from language. The language that is spoken is not
simply a medium, or a vehicle for communication, rather it is a living thing,
an actual physical power with the universe. The vibrations of its words are
energies that act within the transforming process we call reality. Moreover,
each language is a link with the particular landscape in which a people
live… to say something is to create an objective event and release a process
of energetic vibrations that enter into relationships with the other powers
and energies of nature. Thus, since every sound is an event of significance,
a person must take responsibility for whatever he or she says (Peat 2002:
224-226).
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The Native worldview is that all things are related. Everything has a stake in the
cosmos. The four foundations of Native science, community, environment, spirituality,
and language, each correlate directly with the cosmos. Each community is an ecosystem
in the cosmos, while the environment is the platform on which these communities
operate. Spirituality is the practice of Native science through language. All four
foundations are interrelated. “Indigenous peoples’ science is grounded on an
understanding of perspective and orientation. All things are related and interconnected
everywhere and all times. And understanding this is necessary to apprehend what Native
people did as they related to living in a particular place” (Cajete 2000: 36). This
interconnectedness has found its way into modern science. Every object on this earth is
made up of thousands of atoms. Each atom has its own characteristics. The air around us
likewise is composed of atoms. These atoms interact with the environment in various
ways. In the center of an atom is the nucleus. Surrounding the nucleus is a cloud of
negatively charged electrons. When an energy source activates the negatively charged
electrons, the atom reacts in a unique way. As we speak vibrations from our person
activate the atoms directly in front of us creating a wave as the vibrations move through
the column of atoms in our atmosphere. Initially, Western science speculated that the
electrons had a specific orbit. What modern physics has realized is that no one knows
where the electrons are, so the term “cloud” has been coined. It is highly likely that the
electrons of two adjacent atoms are interacting. The new mind set in modern physics is
that all things are interconnected because every atom’s electrons are interacting with the
electrons of other atoms. “As we penetrate into matter, nature does not show us any
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isolated basic building blocks, but rather appears as a complicated web of relations
between the various parts of a unified whole” (Capra 1982: 80-81). Although it seemed
that these ancient beliefs were that of superstition, they have become reality in western
science today.
The elders state that the strongest prayers are words spoken when using the
Sacred Pipe. The ceremony performed with the Scared Pipe exhibits the contract the
person has to the First Maker or creator, the earth, the four directions and all the cosmos.
The prayers and songs of the pipe smoker permeates through the entire cosmos. Since
Apsáalooke people believe words are sacred, then through songs and prayers words
interconnect and create reality.
Therefore, by examining the four foundational concepts of Native science,
community, environment, spirituality and language, in Apsáalooke culture we transition
into the new tribally specific paradigm. Within this discourse new language emerges.
Science transforms into the term belief ways.

Apsáalooke Knowledge

The four foundations of Native science lay the groundwork for the development
of environmental knowledge and technology. Although the focus of this dissertation is to
look at cultural development through the Native science lens, one could look at the daily
activities of a camp and discover that they all lead back to the four foundations.
Medicine women in Plains culture knew how to use certain plants for illnesses
and also to maintain health. I was lucky enough to know Alma Hogan Snell as a dear
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family friend. Alma Snell touched many lives with her knowledge in medicinal plants.
She was raised by her Grandmother, Pretty Shield. From her she learned the medicine
ways of woman in the Crow tradition. Early in Mrs. Snell’s life, her Grandmother Pretty
Shield had a vision of her (Pretty Shield’s) gifts. Her vision told her to give her gifts
away to her granddaughters. She gave her gift of beading to Alma’s sister, while Alma
received Pretty Shield’s medicinal knowledge. Alma writes, “My grandmother taught me
how the Crow people walked with nature throughout the year. They walked with nature
and nature provided. People ate everything in its time, and I think they were healthier for
it.” (Snell, 2006: pg. 3) She wrote a book on her knowledge of medicinal plants and food
recipes called A Taste of Heritage.
In her book she talks about the bitterroot plant. She explains that this plant was for
clearing the mind. The men who told stories would ingest bitterroot to clear their minds
and help them to remember their stories. Women would ingest bitterroot while they
multi-tasked in the lodge, cooking, watching children and beading. Snell illustrates the
great care of conservation when picking bitterroot by preserving a third of a patch and by
replacing any soil disturbance.
Yarrow is a plant that has many uses, including easing bites and stings as well as
healing wounds. Snell explains that yarrow can be used internally for urinary tract health,
kidney health, and prostate health. Snell also writes about black root, better known as
Echinacea. Snell states that black root was an immune booster. Crow warriors used black
root for pain relief for injuries during battles. It can also be used to treat snake bites. She
tells a story about a hunting party that was running from a war party. While the warriors
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stopped to take a break, one of them was bitten by a rattle snake. The bitten warrior
talked the rest of the party into leaving him behind, so they did. Sometime after the party
left the snake that bit the warrior approached him and told him to take some black root
and rub it on his bite. As soon as the warrior did that, he started to recover. Once the
hunting party got away from the war party one of them was sent to check on the bitten
warrior. Along the way the scout met up with the bitten warrior as healthy as he can be.
Later, this warrior was renamed Bull Snake (meaning not the species but a snake that is a
bull or dominant male.) Bull Snake’s medicine became black root and the Crows learned
how to treat rattlesnake bites.
Of all the medicinal plants, Snell said her favorite one is bear root. She explains
that today bear root is hard to come by. Only certain medicine women and shamans that
are endorsed by the bear have the right to collect bear root. Pretty Shield explains to
Alma Snell that bear root can be used in child delivery. The medicine in bear root would
constrict the womb, relax the mother, and ease her pain. Bear root is also used for tooth
aches as a numbing agent when applied to the gums. It works quickly as one chews a
little of the root and then one places it on the gums.
The Apsáalooke tipi was given to the Apsáalooke by White Owl and we will
discuss later in detail. I wanted to point out the design of the tipi and its unique abilities.
The conic shape allowed air to circulate in the most efficient manner. In the summer on
the hot afternoon days the tipi stakes or rocks were removed and the bottom was raised to
allow a vortex of cool air to rush up from the bottom, cooling the inside of the tipi. In the
winters, a liner was placed from the ground to approximately three feet up. The liner left
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a three inch space that allowed the cold winter air to pass directly up the side of the tipi
and out through the chimney or smoke flaps. This dual vortex was possible because a fire
in the middle of the lodge pushed air up creating an updraft. The inner part of the tipi
remained warm. The stability of the Crow tipi was based on the inter-locking system of
the tipi poles. Unlike the tri-pod design of the initial poles, used by the Sioux and
Cheyenne, the Crow used a four pole design. Two poles were laid perpendicular to the
other two poles. These are tied by measuring the base of the tipi to the point at the back
end of the tipi. Once the poles were tied, the four pole based skeleton was raised. Poles
are then inter-locked alternately around the base; this inter-locking system can withstand
the intense winds along the Rocky Mountain front.

Research Methods

I utilized three research methods. First, I reviewed existing literature and archival
documents that discuss the four belief ways of the Apsáalooke, the clan system, sweatlodge ways, Sacred Pipe and Sacred Tobacco Society. Most of this research was
conducted in the library and archives collections at Little Big Horn College, the Crow
Tribal College. The college library and archives have an extensive collection of stories
that were collected and placed in booklets for the Crow Bilingual Program. There are also
a number of recorded and video-taped interviews of elders in the archives. Most of the
elders have passed on, so these are irreplaceable resources that give in-depth views of my
topics. There are also various dissertations and theses about Apsáalooke that the college
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has acquired. From this I developed a baseline of the stories for the four Apsáalooke
belief ways.
Secondly, I interviewed Apsáalooke elders who are practitioners of the four belief
ways. This approach allowed me to review how all aspects of the Apsáalooke culture and
history are documented and how Apsáalooke understand their practices and beliefs today.
Shawn Wilson wrote, “The use of an Indigenous research paradigm when studying
Indigenous peoples requires the holistic use and transmission of information” (Wilson
2008: 32). Although there are variations of these stories, the common themes are similar
throughout. Problematically, some stories vary greatly. Generally these variances occur
by the origin of the background of the individual telling the story. For instance the
migration of the Apsáalooke from the Hidatsa has two versions. In one version No
Intestines is searching for the Sacred Tobacco plant in a mountainous area while the other
version has No Intestines searching for a place to plant the seed of the Sacred Tobacco
plant. The practitioners of the Tobacco Society are generally the group that tell the
version where No Intestines is searching for the Sacred Tobacco plant. Because I am
searching for the stories that are considered from the values of tradition I have used that
stories that are told by the practitioners of the Tobacco Society.
The component of this holistic approach that is most important is the oral
tradition. It is generally understood that oral histories are the narratives of people who
experienced, in fact lived the events. These individual stories are recalled by community
until they become complex narratives. When the last individuals who participated or
witnessed these events pass away, they become oral traditions. Generally speaking,
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Native communities did not have written languages, so their histories were and are
maintained orally. The oral traditions are passed from one generation to the next. In the
case of the Apsáalooke, this is true to this very day, which makes this a living history.
Among other things, oral traditions locate the people in geographic locations. The
Apsáalooke never named places after people, but after events or actions that certain
people have performed, for example Baáhpuuo, Rock They Shot, because Sacred
Arrow’s arrow penetrated the rock. Names such as this one are part of oral traditions, and
tie the stories to specific locations on the landscape.
Another component of Indigenous research is understanding the language of
people and its history. A branch of the discipline of linguistics explores this kind of
history, what is commonly called glottochronology. I have reviewed glottochronological
studies of the Siouan language family, to which Apsáalooke belongs. By looking at
Siouan linguistic studies generally and Apsáalooke linguistic studies specifically, I have
gained an understanding of specific dialectal and linguistic development in Apsáalooke.
This science allowed this research to delineate time by separation of languages. Because
glottochronology measures divergence of a language it was effective in determining
when languages became distinct to determine when a certain transition occurred. This has
assisted in determining the timeframe of when the Apsáalooke transitioned through the
four recognized stages.
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Chapter Overviews

My dissertation is based on time and space of the ancestors of the Apsáalooke. As
they moved across the landscape they learned different belief ways. These belief ways are
located in time and place. The origin stories associated with them create a living map.
These narratives have been passed from generation to generation and maintained within
the collective minds of the people across the landscape and through time. Although
history was kept through these stories, dates were never established from a Western
academic perspective. However, through analysis of the stories and gleaning information
from archaeology and linguistic analysis, the narratives can be dated with some certainty.

Chapter Two:
Awáakiiwilaxpaake, People of the Earth
This chapter covers the period that we were Awáakiiwilaxpaake. These are the
four oldest stories in Apsáalooke oral tradition. All of these stories occurred while the
ancestors were still in the Ohio River Valley and still a part of the Siouan people (Parks
and Rakin, 2001: 104). I believe that the stories relied very little on the environment
because the world was very different at the time. The first narrative is the creation story
itself. In this story the clan system is instituted which is the first belief way of the
Apsáalooke. The next two narratives are the Twins and Grandmother’s Grandson. Both
of these stories are about how the world was made safe for humans to occupy. The Twins
story also introduces the second belief way of the Apsáalooke, the first sweat-lodge. The
fourth story is about the Grizzly Bear Lodge, what the U.S. government has officially
called Devils Tower. This story is out of place geographically. I have proposed that all
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these stories originated in the Ohio River Valley during the People of The Earth era. My
theory is that this story originated out of one of the breakaway camps that traveled west.
The ancestors of the Apsáalooke experienced the event and returned east to tell the story.

Chapter Three: Bíilukee, Our
Side and Awashée, Earthen Lodges
This chapter covers four narratives about the time of the Bíilukee and Awashée. I
combined these two transitions, since only four stories relate to this time period. Once the
Mandan people split off from the Siouan they became known as the Buffalo people. I
think that there was a diet change from ancient bison to the modern day bison (Frison,
2000: 1). Morphological changes in antique bison were observed in the geologic record
starting approximately 8000 to 6500 B.P. (Lewis, Johnson, Buchanan and Churchill,
2007: 197). There is a possibility that once the Mandan people evolved from the Siouan
people that the Hidatsa people emerge very quickly, possibly even evolving alongside the
Mandan. The Challenge is the first story and it describes the separation of the Bíilukee
from the Awáakiiwilaxpaake. The second story, Seven Sacred Buffalo Bulls, discusses
Buffalo Boy and how the cooperation of humans and the environment led to the second
sweat-lodge way. This is not only the second sweat-lodge of the Apsáalooke. I also
believe that the story shows how the ancient bison transitioned to the modern bison. The
third story is of how the Hidatsa received the Sacred Pipe from Buffalo Woman, the sister
of the Seven Sacred Buffalo Bulls. The Sacred Pipe is the third belief way of the
Apsáalooke. Finally, I tell the story of the two brothers, Red Scout and No Intestines.
This is the transition story about how the Apsáalooke emerged out of the Awashée.
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Chapter Four: Apsáalooke,
Children of The Large Beaked Bird
This chapter includes five narratives that describe the origins and formation of the
Apsáalooke nation. The stories are told in chronological order as these events occurred
and each story led to the culture that ultimately define the Apsáalooke people. They were
not considered Apsáalooke untill they found the Sacred Tobacco plant. The first story is
the 100 year search for the Sacred Tobacco Plant and how it was located. This narrative
includes the first adoption ceremony into the Sacred Tobacco Society at an area known as
the Seven Hills. By finding this plant they became the Apsáalooke. The second story is
about Sacred Arrow and explains how he was lost and raised by the Little People. The
third concerns how Yellow Leggings acquires the Apsáalooke style tipi from White Owl.
The fourth story describes Burnt Face and how he was given the revenge dance and built
the medicine wheel. The fifth story talks about Big Metal and how the Apsáalooke gained
the third sweat-lodge way.

Chapter Five: Conclusion
In recent years, the younger generation of Apsáalooke has lost their cultural
identities. The great baby-sitter, television, has been one reason for this loss of
knowledge. Elders have also stopped teaching while the children are young. Dr. Gregory
Cajete writes, “The living place, the learners extended family, the clan and the tribe
provided the context and source for teaching. In this way, every situation provided a
potential opportunity for learning, and basic education was not separated from the
natural, social, or spiritual aspects of everyday life. Living and learning were fully
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integrated” (Cajete 1994: 33). There are various reasons but the one variable that can be
changed is education. It is from this angle that this dissertation can make a difference.
Paul Boyer writes, “But education is, as always the key to social renewal, and without
question the most significant development in American Indian communities since World
War II was the creation of tribally controlled colleges, institutions of higher learning
founded by tribes and governed by Indians. More than any other single institution, they
are changing lives and offering real hope for the future.” (Boyer, 1997: 1) It is important
to revitalize our traditional teachings and knowledge as part of the process of
decolonization and healing. Alfred clearly states this when he writes, “The only way we
can survive is to recover our strength, our wisdom, and our solidarity by honoring and
revitalizing the core of our traditional teachings. Only by heeding the voices of our
ancestors can we restore our nations and put peace, power, and righteousness back into
the hearts and mind of our people” (Alfred 2009: 9). Using oral tradition and the
knowledge of the ancestors, Native people have the ability to re-write the history of what
was written about them by the colonizer. In today’s world it has become difficult for one
to simply go to “grandpa” and ask him for stories because the elders that did have the
knowledge have passed on. It is rare to find an elder that has knowledge of all the stories.
It is important for me to compile these stories and to tell the story of how the Apsáalooke
came as Siouan from the Ohio River Valley (Parks and Rakin, 2001: 104). The stories are
arrange chronologically, across the landscape, and through four transitions. This
evolution of the Apsáalooke culture took over 5000 years. By telling the entire story this
way, one can see where each aspect of the culture came from. It is the story of the
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Apsáalooke. It is my hope that young Apsáalooke people that are interested about their
history can open up a book and read about where they came from. That they can feel
pride of being Apsáalooke. That this pride will empower them and decolonize their
young minds.
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AWAAKIIWILAXPAAKE: PEOPLE OF THE EARTH

In the beginning we were all one people. There is no a definitive location where
these early Siouan people come from. In many conversations with George Reed Jr., he
has stated that the Apsáalooke came from a wooded area with large bodies of water
(Personal communication George Reed Jr., January 18, 2014). At the beginning of orally
recalled history the ancestors of the Apsáalooke were still with the main Siouan language
base and that was considered that all people were one and that all people were together
and hence the term Awáakiiwilaxpaake or People Of The Earth.
George Reed stated that the Creation story was first. This was where our time
started. “Grandmother’s Grandson” and “The Twins” occurred sometime after creation.
They occurred around the same time (Personal communication George Reed Jr., January
18, 2014). “Grizzly Bear Lodge” also originated in the People Of The Earth era. Dr.
McCleary guided me to Robert Lowie on “Grizzly Bear Lodge.” A temporal order to the
stories was first suggested by the anthropologist Robert Lowie in his seminal work,
Myths and Traditions of the Crow Indians. In that text Lowie placed the narratives into
one of five categories he believed were their general genre and spatial arrangement
(Lowie, 1993: 5-6). I conclude that these four stories are from the Awáakiiwilaxpaake
era.
The Creation story is the beginning of our people. This story is important as a
starting point and also gives way to the first of the four belief ways, the clan system. The
Clan system is still practiced today and continues to be an integral part of Apsáalooke
life.
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Grandmother’s grandson tells the story of the Sun’s child who is raised by his
grandmother on earth. The young boy destroys monsters to make the world safer. This
story is significant as a time piece that occurs between the creation and the Twins.
The Twins is about two boys who suffer a tragic incident while still in the womb
of their mother. One of the boys is thrown into a spring. The boy thrown into the spring
becomes in-human and the father performs a sweat-lodge to re-humanize him. The boys
then go through a series of killing monsters that plague the earth. The story is important
because it is where the second belief way is given to the people. The sweat-lodge is
important for Apsáalooke today. There are three sweat-lodges that are given over the
course of Apsáalooke history. This is the first of the three and is based on the therapy of
reversing the effects of a dehumanized state.
The final story is Grizzly Bear Lodge. The importance of this story is that the
narrative begins to change. Although they are still fighting against a monster, the grizzly
is actually their sister. This familiarity of their sister in this monster doesn’t lead to a
destruction, rather a containment in Devil’s Tower. A transition is occurring in the world
view of the environment.
I have evaluated all the stories to find the connections to the four foundations of
Native science to establish Apsáalooke science. By establishing Crow science, I am
creating the theory that this is how Apsáalooke practice Native science.
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The Creation

The ancestors of the Apsáalooke came from the east. In personal communication
with Dr. Timothy McCleary, he stated that Apsáalooke could be traced back to the Jersey
Bluff Tradition. Ceramics found at village locations between Illinois River Valley and
Ohio River Valley are similar to ceramics used by Siouan villages. Tradition as you recall
involves the study of material culture (Emerson and Lewis, 1999: 16). This story depicts
the creation of all mankind. This story probably originated from time immemorial to
approximately 5000 years ago somewhere in the Ohio River Valley (Parks and Rankin,
2001: 104). Antique bison went extinct approximately 4000 to 5000 years ago. “The
Seven Bison Bulls” story is a transition story that depicts the transition of the antique
bison to the modern day bison. Because the story occurred during the Bíilukee era, I
argue that anything before the extinction of the antique bison occurred during the
Awáakiiwilaxpaake era. This story also represents the first of the four Apsáalooke belief
ways through the creation of the clan system which is represented by the community
foundation of Native science. Old Man Coyote created the clans.
A person has connection to two clans and thus several people can represent an
interlocking clan system, like a pile of driftwood clinging to a whirlpool, which is where
the word Ashaammaliaxxia or drift wood lodges originates. There were originally
thirteen clans and each clan had its attributes that defined their actions in life. The clan
system is matrilineal in that a person is a member of their mother’s clan and what is
called a child of their father’s clan. The clan system is practiced today but in the younger
generation clans do not play a large role in lives. This story is told By George Reed Jr.,
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How I was told, how it is told, the whole world was covered in water. The
First Maker came upon two ducks swimming. The First Maker said “Come
here” and the ducks came to the First Maker. The First Maker asked the two
ducks which was the greater duck. The ducks responded that they were
equal in every way. One was white and one was black. The First Maker said
to the black duck, go under water and bring some mud from below. The
black duck flew up and dove into the water. The duck didn’t surface for a
long time. When he surfaced he said, “I didn’t find any mud. There is
nothing down there.” The First Maker told the duck to try again. And so
again the black duck dove in again but returned with nothing. The First
Maker then told the white duck to try. The white duck flew up and dove into
the water and went farther than the black duck. The white duck came back
up and told the First Maker that “you lied to me. You almost killed me.”
“No I am not lying to you. There used to be land and I once walked on it. It
rained for one hundred days and covered all the land. Try one more time.”
The white duck once again flew up in the air and dove in. He didn’t come
back to the surface for a long time. The First Maker and the black duck
began to think that the white duck will not return. Suddenly the white duck
floated up and came out of the water. The white duck was unconscious. The
First Maker took the duck and at the base of its bill he found just a tiny bit
of mud. He placed the mud on the water and instructed the ducks to run
around the mud. The ducks started running around the mud and out of
nowhere Old Man Coyote joined the ducks. As they were running the mud
grew till it covered the water. The First Maker said, “Thank you. It is time
for you to go home now.” The ducks asked the First Maker, “Where shall
we go home to? There is no water left on the earth.” The First Maker said,
“Hold on. I will think of something. I will invoke something.” Red Woman
appeared and pulled out her root digger and started scratching the earth and
made the springs, creeks and rivers. As the water flowed from the riparian
areas plants started to grow. Red Woman said, “If you have any ailments or
your body hurts take the neck of the plant and use it on yourself and you
will feel better. If you are sick take the roots of the plants and eat and you
will be healed. When the berries are ripe take it and eat it.” There was elk
and bear and a worm. The First Maker took the hair of the elk to make the
feathers of the prairie chicken and took the worm to make the prairie
chickens legs and took the bears claws to make the beak of the prairie
chicken. Still the prairie chicken looked plain so he took red paint and
painted the corners of its eyes. “When the sun rises and when the sun sets
you will dance. This is the gift that I give,” said the First Maker. The bear
became jealous and said, “Why didn’t you give me the gift of dance? You
made the prairie chicken from parts of my body?” The beaver appeared and
the bear grabbed some sage and had the beaver sing and the bear growled
and screamed and danced towards a tree and scratched the tree and danced
backwards. Then he screamed and growled and went to the tree and
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scratched the tree again. “You are too angry. Go live in the bush and do not
go where there are many people,” said the First Maker. The animals have
been created and so has the grouse. Old Man Coyote said, “We don’t have
anyone to talk to. If you create animals and humans it will be good for me
so that I have someone to talk to.” The First Maker took some mud and
formed animals and humans in the First Maker’s form. The First Maker
breathed on the forms and they became alive. They were all men. Old Man
Coyote was satisfied because now he had someone to talk to. Then Old Man
Coyote said it would be good if you make the female version of these
humans. Once again the First Maker took some mud and formed the female.
He used a deer hoof to form the female vagina. The First Maker breathed
on the female form and brought it to life. This female was just like Old Man
Coyote including his strength and speed. Old Man Coyote made a garter for
the female to weaken her. So the populations grew. The population for
humans and for animals grew. One day Old Man Coyote was traveling
around. A chipmunk was jumping around some brush. Old Man Coyote
said, “Chipmunk, what is your name?” The chipmunk replied, “My name is
chipmunk.” Old Man Coyote replied, “Everything on this earth has a unique
name.” The chipmunk replied, “Well then, my name is ‘lives with snakes.’”
Old Man Coyote then went again on his way. He came upon the grouse that
was created and he asked him what his name was. The prairie chicken
replied, “I am the real prairie chicken.” Again Old Man Coyote replied,
“Everything on this earth has a unique name.” The grouse replied, “My
name is ‘the startler.’ When animals and humans least expect it I startle
them when I fly off.” One day the people were gathered together. Old Man
Coyote joined them and started naming the clans and each clan’s attributes.
He named 13 different clans. Old Man Coyote said, “Those over there are
the Good Prairie Dogs and they are crafty and handy and defenders. Those
over there are Big Lodges, they are tall and hefty people and they are very
good singers. Those ones there are the Newly Made Lodges. They are hard
workers and that is why they keep remaking their lodges. The Ties the
Bundle people have a habit of not packing too well. They bundle everything
up and tie it off. Their things keep falling out of their packs. Those ones
there are the Brings Game Home without Hunting. The Dung Eaters are
called that because once a man split from his wife but ate his own dung to
get her back. Those one there are Greasy Mouths. They save the best meat
for themselves without sharing. It makes the inside of their mouth greasy.
Those ones there are Bad War Deeds. They make up the deeds that they
claim in battle. The Treacherous Lodge are mean. They meant to say enemy
lodge and not Piegan. Once they battled with the Good Prairie Dogs and
almost wiped them out. The Bad War Deeds joined the Good Prairie Dogs
and defeated the Treacherous Lodges. The Treacherous Lodges then
declared war on all the other clans. The Cropped Eared Pets Clan had pets
that had cropped ears. The Ferocious Pets Clan had pets that were mean.
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The Hairy Hide Lodges Clan did things in a hurry. When they worked on
their lodges they would leave tufts of hair on the skins. Once he named all
the Clans the people asked Old Man Coyote what his clan was and he said,
“I am a Chaffed Lip from up stream.” Chaffed Lips spent a lot of time
outdoors and so they had chaffed lips. We get our clan from our mother. It
makes us Apsáalooke. You cannot get a clan if you were not born of an
Apsáalooke Mother. Our father’s clan becomes our “spiritual leader” who
we run to. In our immediate family, your father’s blood brothers and sisters
are the greatest ones that we go to. When we address our Creator we say our
Clan Father (Personal communication George Reed Jr., January 18, 2014).
The clan system is matrilineal but a child has three clan affiliations. When a child
is born they inherit their mother’s clan and become a child of their father’s clan. One
must respect the outer ring (Figure 4). The members of the clan consider each other as
brothers and sisters except for the women of the clan that are older who are considered
mothers. Within the clan addressing each other depends on age and gender. The male
clan member will address his younger brothers as Bachuuké and his older brothers as
Biikisá. His mother’s brothers are his Biikisáahke. His younger sisters he calls
Basahchíite and his older sisters Basahkáate. The female clan member addresses her
older brothers as Basaalé and her younger brothers Bachuuké. Her younger sisters are
addressed as Basooké and her older sisters as Basahkáate. Brothers and sisters had a high
level of respect for each other. A brother and a sister spoke rarely to each other for the
fear of misspeaking in the presence of the other.
Apsáalooke become children of their father’s clan. Aassahke are the clan
members of the father’s clan. Aassahke play very important spiritual role for their clan
children. They represent the First Maker as a mirror image of the Creator and the
Creation. When an Apsáalooke calls their Aassahke they are appealing to the Creator.
The Aassahke wishes good things for the clan child and then it becomes reality. A clan
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child appeals to an Aassahke in many ways. They will give items and feed their Aassahke
for prayer and guidance. The items they give to the Aassahke are important. They are
considered an oblation or spiritual offerings. There are four items that are given to the
Aassahke: Food- nourishment, tobacco- the peace between the clan child and the
Aassahke, robe- comfort by day, and blanket- comfort by night. They will also ask

Figure 4. Apsáalooke Mother’s and Father’s Clan in Relation to an Individual

Aassahke to name a clan child. Clan children will also appeal to Aassahke in times of
distress.
All children of a father’s clan are called Iiwatkusshe or teasing clan. People
within a particular Iiwatkuushe tease each other for the purpose of correcting behavior
that is considered bad in Apsáalooke ideology. Lanny Real Bird writes, “Teasing clan
members would say something very direct which almost always seemed humiliating. This
was not the purpose. The purpose was to correct ill-behavior, conceitedness, or unusual
conduct… The teasing clan system operates as a neutralizing mechanism for balance in
the social and spiritual worlds” (Real Bird, 1997: 188).
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Community
Community is the relationships within creation. The relationships can be localized
or it could include the whole cosmos. Native science is the worldview of indigenous
peoples and their way of participation in the cosmos. Community is the glue that holds
the whole structure of Native science together. The community includes the many family
groups, the tribe, and the ecosystems. Gregory Cajete writes,
Through community Indian people come to understand their “Person-hood”
and their connection to the “Communal soul” of their people. Community
is the place where the “Forming of the heart and face” of the individual as
one of the people is most fully expressed; it is the context in which the
person comes to know relationship, responsibility, and participation in the
life of one’s people. (Cajete 2000: 86).
A traditional community was comprised of individuals, each with their own area
of expertise. There were warriors, lodge keepers, hunters, medicine men and woman, and
chiefs and each of these individuals worked together for the greater good of the people in
the community. This was how they participated with their environment. Through
observation of the natural world communities incorporated the natural relationships of the
environment into their social structures. Living as a natural community within the greater
community of the environment brought a strong sense of connection to the world and the
place they lived in. This was their connection to their homelands. “Native life in
community is a primal pathway to knowledge of relationships with the natural world”
(Cajete 2000: 99). The community and its character mirrored the ecosystem that the
community lived in. This of course has changed since many tribes have been displaced
through European pressure and through forced relocation. The Apsáalooke have been
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fortunate to remain with their homeland. The sacred mountain is just south of the present
reservation border.

The Bridges of Community and Ashaammaliaxxia
The Apsáalooke people are a very community minded people. In the oral history,
the first religion that is still practiced today is the clan system. It was given to the people
by “Old Man Coyote” and serves many purposes. Dr. Lanny Real Bird wrote in his
dissertation, “Ashaammaliaxxia, the Apsáalooke Clan System, is the foundation of
learning. The clan system serves as a foundation for social control and religious protocol
for honor and respect” (Real Bird 1997: 5). The entire social structure of the Apsáalooke
was community based through the Clan System. The community foundation reflects
Ashaammaliaxxia through interrelations. The interrelations in the ecosystem are complex
with many interlocking parts. Ashaammaliaxxia is also complex with many interlocking
parts. Each Apsáalooke can have three clan affiliations; the clan they were born into, their
clan fathers and mothers, and their teasing clan. Two Apsáalooke people can have one to
three connections. A river can have one tree on one side of it and another tree on the
other side. Although the trees are on opposite sides of the river they are still connected by
the river. The ecosystem on one side of a mountain may be different on the other side of
the mountain but they are connected by the mountain. Likewise an Apsáalooke will be
interrelated through their mother’s clan and father’s clan within their band and in the
other three bands across the territory. When the Apsáalooke found the Sacred Tobacco
plant they divided into four bands; The Mountain Crow, The River Crow, The Kicked In
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The Belly, and The Dried Beaver Fur. The interrelations and interconnections are the
bridge that combines the community foundation of Native science to Ashaammaliaxxia.

Grandmother’s Grandson

It is a tradition of the Apsáalooke for grandmothers to raise their grandchildren.
There are various reasons that a grandmother will take in their grandchild: the parents
may have died; one parent has died and the other has too many responsibilities, the
mother of the child has died sometimes the grandmother just wants to raise another child.
Traditionally, it is the responsibility of Apsáalooke women to raise children.
An important aspect of this story is that the grandson goes through early creation
and destroys hazards that could harm humans. When I say early creation, I am speaking
in terms that this is the second story chronologically after the creation story. I think that
in many ways after creation they were still learning about the world and discovering the
many things appeared hazardous. Because this story did occur prior to 5000 years ago,
they might have known of the megafauna that roamed during the ice age but went extinct
12,000 to 10,000 years ago (Fiedel, 2009: 21).
Since this is an old story, several tribes have the same story, particularly the
Hidatsa. They claim that they have the rock that the Sun threw down in present day North
Dakota. This creates a hole in my theory that this story originated in the Ohio River
Valley. My solution to this problem is that the Hidatsa recreated the story to their
territory. In a conversation I had with Dr. Timothy McCleary, he stated that while
interviewing the late Francis Stewart, Mr. Stewart told him about an Old Man Coyote
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story where a rock was chasing him. Mr. Stewart explained to him that he knew where
the rock was in a creek. Dr. McCleary inquired further if this was the actual rock that
chased Old Man Coyote. Mr. Stewart explained that it was not the actual rock but the
shape of the rock reminded him of the story. Dr. McCleary explained to me that this type
of thinking happens a lot in Native cultures, where they will take a story and apply it to a
landscape. The Omaha too have the story of Grandmother’s Grandson and they too have
a rock that is believed to be the one that was thrown down. (Personal Communication
with Dr. Timothy McCleary, Crow Agency Montana, March 25, 2015)
The version of the story that I am using is from The Stars We Know: Crow Indian
Astronomy and Lifeways by Dr. Timothy McCleary (McCleary, 1997: 37-40). I chose this
particular version because it came directly from elders that Dr. McCleary interviewed to
write his book.
There is a young lady who’s so desirable that everybody wants her, but she
won’t take anybody. She is a good woman, skilled at all the womanly crafts.
She’s very good at quill work, so she’s always catching porcupines for their
quills for her handiwork.
So she and her friend are out when they see the porcupine. They walk about
it, “Well, we should get someone to get it for us,” says the friend. “No, I’ll
get it,” she replied. So, she tool a stick, and she was going to pry it out of
the tree, because once they’re on the ground anybody can get them. So, she
goes up there and the porcupine just goes higher and soon her friend says,
“You’re going too high, something’s wrong, this is unusual, this is
unnatural, come down.” “No, I got to get this,” she said. She just keeps
going until finally she gets so high she is way out of this world. And she
goes beyond a particular barrier, and she’s in a different land.
A fine young man all dressed in buckskin, light colored buckskin, comes.
He’s the sun, Old Man Sun, “I sent for you. I want you for my wife.” So
they became happily involved as man and wife. And they have a son. For
his boy to play with, the Sun made a set of arrows, he said, “You must never
shoot a meadowlark.” To his wife he said, “You can have anything you
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want. I have the power to do anything. We’ll raise a fine son. But there’s
just one thing you must never do, you must never turn over the buffalo
droppings.”
She was out digging roots one day and the boy was playing, shooting his
arrows at different things. A meadowlark came around, flying around the
boy. The boy talked to the bird, “Leave me alone.” But the meadowlark kept
flying around the boy. The boy got mad and shot at the bird, but just missed
it. The bird then scolded the boy, “You are not one of us, you are human,
go back to where you came from.” The boy cried and ran off. At this same
time the mother, without thinking, turned over a buffalo chip. There was a
hole in the ground and she could see right down to where her people were
camped. She recognized people, sites, and everything. Right then the boy
ran up and she put it back, and they went back to their place.
The Sun would leave at daybreak and be gone all day. Night, he would come
back, day he would be gone. He came back and he immediately told her,
“You did what I told you not to do.” She wouldn’t acknowledge it, but he
knew. She got more lonely, more lonely, more homesick. Then he told her,
“You violated my condition, now you can’t stay here. You could’ve had all
this, but no more. So I’ll send you back. What I am going to do, I am going
to kill a hundred buffalo, and you make sure that you save the sinew out of
each one, whole, complete. Don’t make it short, make it complete.”
So he brought her the sinew from a hundred buffalo. She took the sinew out
of each one, and being a craftsperson, she did a complete job on all of them.
When she got done, he took her to where the opening was, where she had
turned over the buffalo ship. He fashioned a seat for her and her little baby,
and tied all those sinew together and let her down. “Go home now and you’ll
forget all about this,” he said as he lowered them. It turned out that she left
out one sinew, so she could not quit reach the ground, and because of the
condition being violated he couldn’t bring them back. He goes through the
agony of deciding what to do, “If I save my son, I’ll have to destroy her.”
He picks up a rock and throws it at his wife. He strikes her with the rock. It
strikes her and kills her, knocking her to the ground, but the baby is ok.
Now, the little guys doesn’t have a mother, so he’s literally lost. In his sleep
a snake gets into his skull. Pretty soon the snakes multiply, and that’s snakes
on the brain [laughs]. He’s going crazy until the father looks down and sees
that this can’t go on forever. So, to save his son, he literally kills him by
making it so stormy and so wet that the boy drowns. His head is full of
water.
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Then he clears up the skies and makes it hot that the boy literally makes,
and the steam drives out all the snakes. But in so doing he just empties his
head. That’s what happens when they put little rocks in his head. When he
shakes his head it rattles. They call him “Uses His Head Like A Rattle.”
But now he’s free to roam again with all this tremendous power that comes
from his father, Sun. He needs to eat, so he searches around and finds a
garden. He keeps raiding this garden. He takes things from the garden. The
garden belongs to an old lady. She says, “Something’s here stealing my
things; it’s either a boy or a girl. I’ll find out.” So, she put out dolls and a
ball, little girl things. They were untouched, but part of her garden was gone.
“Ah! I bet you it’s a boy,” so she left bows and arrows and hoops- boy stuff.
Sure enough they were played with. Her pumpkins were all shot with
arrows. ‘Now I know how to get him.’ She says. So she cooks up the
favorite food of little boys. So, when he comes, she lures him. And now he’s
got a place to stay.
Now, The old grandma’s wise and she’d say, “There’s something evil over
here. Don’t you go there now. Don’t you go near that, it’s dangerous.” The
little Boy’s curiosity gets the best of him and he goes, and as soon as he
finds these things he destroys them. All kinds of things with little tricks, like
the killing tree. The killing tree was on a trail; people would come along,
the tree would fall and kill them, and go back up. So he goes and pretends
to go under the tree, but jumps back. He keeps doing that until he smashes
it. Then there was a rock that rolls on people. He gets it to roll about until it
smashes itself into little pieces. Then there’s the old lady, the cannibal with
a magic kettle. The kettle sucks people in a cooks them. The boy turns it on
her and kills her. The water that devours people, same thing. And finally a
sucking bull that sucks people in. the boy is sucked in but cuts his way out,
freeing all those who were caught before him.
But in the process, the little man had never seen a newborn calf before.
When he saw the calf, with its bulging eyes and its yellow hooves, he gets
scared, runs up in a tree, stays there. He would almost perish there until his
father saves him again by bringing on weather which drives the calf away.
So, when his work was done, he went to the heavens and became the
Morning Star, Ihkalélaxe. But when it’s calving time, he never comes back
because he’s still afraid of calves (McCleary, 1997: 37-40).
With his great powers from the Sun, grandmother’s grandson eliminated certain
hazards that could harm humans. The following story about the Twins also depicts the
boys destroying hazards. As I mentioned earlier, I believe that these two stories exist
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because they were both early in the creation. It is a new, mysterious world and unfamiliar
to the newly created humans. Their fear of this unknown is likely the driving force behind
these stories.
In the final paragraph we learn that the grandson had never seen a calf and feared
it. After the Sun assisted him, again he was able to complete his job. Once his work was
done, grandson went to be in the sky. At this point we see that the story explains the
cosmos using the calving season as to why the morning star isn’t visible because of the
fear felt by Grandson. Projecting this story to the stars humanized the cosmos to explain
phenomena that were seen in the sky.
This story has multiple Native science foundation connections. The first is the
supernatural being of the Sun. Although the Apsáalooke only pray to the Creator, they
still revered the supernatural. This reverence of the Sun is connected to the spirituality
foundation of Native science. The second instance of Native science is how the
Grandmother took in this boy to raise him. This tradition of grandmothers raising
grandsons is linked to the community foundation of Native science. Finally, when the
boy becomes the morning star, he joins the cosmos that is interconnected to life on earth.
This again is linked to the community foundation of Native science. When the
Apsáalooke looked at the sky they viewed the supernatural. The Sun is an old man, There
is an old woman on the Moon. Likewise, the stars represent supernatural beings. The
Grandson was supernatural because he was the son of the Sun. A majority of the
supernatural beings that became stars were helpers to the Apsáalooke.
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The Twins

The Twins is an old story that originated during the Awáakiiwilaxpaake period.
This story is well known among Apsáalooke. The story has various meanings that can be
interpreted in many other ways. In this story the Apsáalooke receive their second belief
way of the sweat-lodge which represents the earth and the environment. The Apsáalooke
practice three different sweat-lodges which were given to them at three different
historical points.
After Thrown Into The Spring was recovered and re-humanized, the twins travel
and eliminate hazards that could harm humans, but by these deeds also served a different
purpose. During the execution of the accomplishment of the many deeds, the twins
acquired many tools and weapons that would destroy what harmed their mother and
themselves. Eventually they would destroy Red Woman and restore their mother’s life
and secure a more protected existence.
The version I am using is again from Dr. Timothy McCleary’s book The Stars We
Know: Crow Indian Astronomy and Lifeways (McCleary, 1997: 49-62) The stories that
Dr. McCleary collected from the elders have become invaluable today. Many of these
elders have passed. There are a limited number of people who have kept these stories to
memory.
The Hand Star. We can start with this story, I’ll go over it in this manner.
This story, as they call it in the Crow version, Apsáalooke version is, Baháa
Awúuasshhhiituua
was
Thrown
Into
The
Spring,
Bitáalasshiaalitchiasshiituua, Thrown Behind The Tipi Lining. That’s the
way the story is referred to in our legends. I heard this story many times,
from my grandparents. The legend of this particular star kind of has a
beginning with what they call Hísshistawia [Red Woman]. There’s a name
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in there, Balápooshish. Balapooshish is the father of these twins, that’s what
he’s called. Balapooshish is something pertaining to wood. Like an object
of wood that is burned. Perhaps, it’s used for an ornament or a tool. It’s
something pertaining to wood. Okay, where we are on this, the way I heard
the story. When I was about five or six years old, I think that’s when I first
heard this story. As I remember, my grandmother told this in this fashion
that, long time ago, I guess, different families would go out hunting. That’s
how they survived, that’s what they do, long time ago.
This man, Balapooshish, as they call him. Balapooshish was out hunting
around one day. His wife was expecting, she was expecting. Anyhow, she
stayed home. Woman is the caretaker of the home. She manages the home
for everyone’s comfort and that kind of thing. While the man goes out,
brings in game, and other things that are needed. The woman provide the
wood, taking care of the home, in that fashion. While she was still at this,
Balapooshish went out to hunt one day. In the meantime, this treacherous
lady her name is Hisshishtawia, Red Woman, had been observant of this
family. She would kind of size out the time of, during the day her husband
would be away for a long time until the end of the day, he would come
home, bring game, and that kind of thing. So she already made some plans
of her own that she would visit this place. She was treacherous,
Hisshistawia, was a treacherous woman.
Anyhow, as the husband left, shortly afterwards she came in, she came in.
She came in and addressed her. She came by because she was hungry, she
was hungry. Being the good hostess of those times, she was glad to have a
visitor. She was going about doing her home related chores, busy at it,
doing. But she was slow getting around because of her condition. In the
meantime, Red Woman brought a rock and threw it into the fire to get it hot.
That rock was in the fire. She was cooking and everything. Finally, the meal
was cooked and everything was ready, and it’s time to eat, time to eat. So,
she prepared a real nice tray made of rawhide, baattáche [rawhide], neat and
clean and everything. She placed it in front of her, Red Woman, says that’s
not her, she doesn’t use such things to put her food on. So woman tried
other things. Made other trays, bring them to her out of wood, many things.
She turned each one down. After several rejections of her generosity, of
being good to the guest, well then she finally ran out of things to provide
her with a tray to put the food on. So she finally says, “Well, what do you
from with food on?” So, Red Woman says, “Biasshiilapee, Biasshiilapee
is my style of eating food.” Meaning a pregnant woman. The lady says,
“Well, if that’s the way you want it.” Then she took of her garb, laid in
front of her and put the food on her stomach. Red Woman pretended she
was eating, enjoying.
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In the meantime, she reached into the fire and got that piece of rock that she
threw in there. It was red hot. She dropped it on top of the wife, where her
heart was. It burned and killed her. From there Red Woman took her knife
out and cut open the wife, took out, there were two, two boys, they say. Red
Woman threw one behind the tipi lining and she threw the other one into
the spring. Then she placed the woman and propped her up with sticks and
made her face the direction that her husband always comes home. Then the
Red Woman burned the woman’s upper lip, up here [pointing to his
philtrum] so it appeared like she was smiling. That’s the way the story goes,
she was standing up and smiling. So, she left. Red Woman, treacherous
Red Woman left.
So at the end of the day her husband came home, her husband came home.
Of course, he was anxious, thinking that there’ll be a hot meal waiting for
him, and he was expected. Of course he greeted her with good greeting
words, as he came home. And she stood there smiling not doing anything.
As he came close to her, he touched her and she fell over. He could see
where she was cut up, where Red Woman pulled the two twins. And from
there he grieved, just had a bad. All throughout the-for a good period.
After he put her to rest somewhere nearby. He hadn’t recovered from the
grief, but he still would go out every day like he always did. Then one day
he came home and he was preparing things for himself, of course he was
sad. Then he heard a voice, he heard a voice from behind the tipi lining.
The voice called for his dad. The man says, “Whatever you are, you come
out and join me in a meal.” So, pretty soon there was a noise, rustling going
on behind the tipi lining, come out a little boy. He greeted the little boy and
right away he wasn’t sure if this was his little boy or not, but it was a little
boy. He called him dad right away, father. They went about their daily
activities from there on. And every day he would prepare things for him,
like most little boys play with.
He told him that there are a lot of bad things around, always be careful,
always stay close to home. He would play. During the day the man would
go out again. So, one day he came home, he came back and as the story
goes, when this little boy told him, “Axee [address term for father], fix me
another set of arrows like you did.” His father told him, “One set is good
enough for you, on set of arrows. Why do you want two?” And the little
boy says, “Well, I’m going to place the arrows on one end, and place the
other on at the other end, and play with my arrows, and get to the other end.
Back and forth type of game.” And so, he was questioning him on that, but
he went ahead and prepared him some arrows.
In the meantime, when his dad would be away, Thrown Into the Spring
would come out and the two would play together, they would play together,
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like children do. At the end of the it was getting to a point where Thrown
Into the Spring would sense it when the father would be coming home.
When the father comes home he would say to his twin brother,
“Diilapxalitdiik” [it smells like your father], which means, “It smells like
your father is coming.” Then he would jump back into the spring.
So, that went on for a long time, then finally, his father was getting
suspicious, because he knew that every time he prepared him something to
play with, or something to eat, he would ask to make another portion of it,
double. Thinking that since he was growing, he was eating more. The play
things that he had, he wanted two of them. So he was getting suspicious.
And finally one day, he says, “Why are you asking me to fix an extra one
of the play things, as well as the food, all this? You must have a reason.
That there’s not just one, there must be two of you.” Finally the one,
Thrown Behind the Tipi Lining, says, “Yes, my brother lives in the spring,
but he’s got like water creatures now. He has characteristics of sharp teeth,
and those kind of things, that he could be a treacherous person. When you’d
come home he would always jump back into the spring. When you leave
he would come out and we would play together.” So, the man says, “Well,
one of these days we’ll have to work something out, work something out,
where we can get him back.”
So, the man prepared himself, out of rawhide, gloves, leggings, and clothing
made out of rawhide, so when his sharp teeth would try to bite, they won’t
penetrate. He already prepared that. He fixed on for his son too. He says,
“When you’re playing with arrows, go back and forth. You keep playing,
and I’ll hide nearby and I’ll keep an eye on you. And as you’re doing this
argue with him.”
Playing with arrows is a game where who has the closest to the target arrow
gets a point, that’s how they play the game. So, he says, “Argue with him
that your arrow is closer. And if it is, both are almost identical to who has
this point, a score, argue with him on it. If he argues with you on it, ask him
to get real close and study it, to see if your arrow or his arrow is closer, to
examine it close. As he does this,” he says, “you grab him, you grab him
and wrestle him to the ground. That way we’ll get him back.” So, he
agreed. So, he fixed him one too. He liked the outfit that was made out of
rawhide. He says, “Ask your father to make one for me too.” He didn’t
know that it was for him, in case he gets vicious.
So, in the meantime he already had the sweat-lodge ready and everything.
Balapooshish, the father. So, he was watching them play, and after a long
while of the playing the game, they got to a point where they were arguing
to whose arrow was closer to the target arrow. “I think I beat you on that
one.” He says, “No, I beat you.” You know kids come to argue on who’s
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winning over whom. So he told him to get down and examine it real close,
because his arrow closer than his and that kind of thing. So, he got down
to, like he had anticipated, like he had planned. He got down to examine it
real close, and at that time, he grabbed him. So, right away, he attacked
him, and tried to bite his clothes, his arms, and everything, and it wouldn’t
penetrate.
So he hollered out, “Father I got him, I got him!” So, he come running out,
and they wrestled him. He was powerful, they said, he was strong, he had
characteristics of the water creatures now. He was strong and vicious. So,
they wrestled him to the ground, and they tied him up, they tied him up,
they tied his arms and legs. He kept hollering and screaming, and all that,
but they kept tying him. They got the sweat bath real hot and they took him
in, they took him in. Balapooshish was pouring water on, he kept the sweat
going hot. Thrown Into The Spring kept hollering, hollering. Then, finally
he called him, “Father! Father! I’m over it now. I’m over it now.” The
bad omen that he’d acquired being in the water, with the water creatures.
So they brought him out of it. When he come out, he was normal. They
were normal kids then. So he was happy because the two boys were twins.
They were going about and they’re quite adventurous. They were
adventurous, the two boys. Their arrows were like magic. When they’re
traveling, they would shoot their arrows, and wherever they’d go, wherever
they would land, that’s where they’d land. They would travel pretty fast.
They had magical powers. Supernatural powers. All of them did.
After, they go around doing their boy adventure-type activities. One day he
would tell them never to go visit this area. There’s a lot of bad things over
there. Don’t go there because of the bad omen, and things like this. The
two boys would help each other, and they would go, and they would destroy
those bad things, they kept doing that. Finally on day their father told them,
“Don’t go near this pond, where there is a beaver that has a tail like a knife,
the edge of the tail is as sharp as a knife.” He would use the tail to cut
things. “He’ll cut you to pieces.” So, the two boys, they kind of thought
about it. “Whoever wants to go look for a beaver with a bad tail, treacherous
tail?” So they went looking for that pond. They finally found it.
They have magic arrows, and so on, and so they kind approached the beaver
with kindness. The beaver was trying to be kind too, but in the meantime
he was going to cut them into pieces with his tail. But they were always
alert, very cautious. Finally, as the beaver was in the position to cut them,
they’d jump to one side. As this was going on, the other one killed him.
They cut off the tail, and the tail was to their advantage, because they can
cut with it, all the other bad things. So they wanted to use that beaver’s tail
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to go around destroying all the other bad things that were about. They got
rid of them, monsters, and all the other bad things that were there. They use
that beaver’s magic tail to cut to pieces the treacherous things that were
about.
So, one day they felt that they got enough powers, they got enough powers.
And one of them says, “Let’s go look for treacherous woman, the woman
that killed our mother. Let’s see if we can find her, and make her pay for
the bad deed she brought on the family." So, that one day they went seeking
out, as their father went out.
The story goes, they went looking for treacherous woman, Red Woman, and
they found her. And she was trying to impress the boys that she was a kind
lady and all that, but they knew better. As she was trying to use her magic
on the two boys. They had their magic arrows and everything. And they
start using that beaver’s tail on her, they start injuring her. So she screamed,
and she ran all over the place, and they chased her, and they chased her.
They kept cutting parts of her body, as she was running. As she was running
all over the place, screaming.
Finally, most of her limbs were cut off already, and the two boys were right
behind her with that beaver’s tail. And in desperation, in desperation, she
reached for the skies. She wants to get away from these two, two twins,
because they would destroy her. So she reached for the skies. As she
reached for the sky, her hand got up, but the boys went and cut at the wrist,
before she could reach for the sky. So she fell down, and they cut her to
pieces, but her hand’s still up there, her hand, Ihkawaleishe [Hand Star].
Her hand’s still up there. But the rest of her was destroyed and they say that
all the red ground you see around the foot of the mountains, that’s her blood,
from when she was running.
And so the boys came home, and they said, “Well, let’s bring our mother
back to life, because she’s been dead for too long. Now that we’ve
destroyed the lady, the treacherous woman that destroyed our mother. We
destroyed her. Now we’ll bring our mother back.” The other one says,
“How can we do that?” He says, “Well, we’ll use our arrows.” So they
come and visit the place where their mother was, and one boy shot his arrow
skyward. He says, “Ihkaa [address term for mother], Ihkaa, you better get
up and start taking care of your home. Without you, there is no one to take
care of us.” She moved when they said this. The next arrow they shot they
said, “Mother, your cooking is almost complete. It’s almost cooked.” At
that time, she sat up. The next arrow that they shot, they said, “Mother, you
better get up now, your cooking is boiling.” She stood up. So the next arrow
they said, “Mother, you better get up now, your cooking is boiling over.”
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So that arrow brought her back to life. She went about and she was cooking
and preparing things. As each arrow was shot up, it kept getting higher,
higher. They were taking turns doing this. AS the next arrow went up, so
they brought her back to life, according to the story. She come back into
life and she was up and going about preparing things.
All during that time, she got everything ready for the home, and everything
was back to normal, and their father come home that one evening. And
there was a lot of happiness in the home. The two boys were out there
playing, enjoying themselves, and their mother was preparing meals, and
taking care of the home, their father come home to a regular, normal home,
where the two boys were happy and she was happy. Everything was back
to normal, type of thing. In the meantime, during that period from the time
that they were thrown into the spring, in behind the wall and that kind of
thing, finally up to the time they rid of all the bad, treacherous things that
were there. And, also they got rid of Red Woman.
The moral of it is that, in desperation she reached for the sky. They use that
as when a person is running out of things. Awaxichisshe duuchiichik
[grasping at the roots of the sky] means, there’s no other place to turn to,
but the sky. Once they do that they’re already destroyed. That’s what it
means, you’re desperate to try anything that even offers the last hope.
When it relates to sweat-lodge, the sweat bath is a way of getting rid of any
kind of bad omen, and things that are within, and it brings out the goodness.
So, the sweat-lodge practice comes from one of the stories. This is one of
them. Cleansing, and then, the spirituality. It brings out all that. Gets rid
of the bad things within a person. So, there’s morality in those practices.
In association with the stars, today you look at the Hand Star. It reminds
you of that story.
This prominent constellation teaches the strength of a family’s love, the
significance of religious practices, and the desperation of individuals who
act in improper or immoral ways. The lessons of the stars are ever
prominent (McCleary, 1997: 49-62).
The tragedy of the Twins begins a recovery for the family. Their early lives are
filled with first re-humanizing Thrown Into The Spring. The two boys then go on a quest
to destroy monsters that could harm other humans. These quests also yielded weapons
and powers that would assist them with destroying Red Woman. Eventually they
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destroyed Red Woman but in the process left a celestial reminder for future generations.
The “Hand Star” is the constellation Orion. Orion’s belt is the wrist bones of Red
Woman. Although this story occurred in the Ohio River Valley the Apsáalooke project
the memory of this story on to the landscape that they occupy. The blood at the foot of
the mountain refers to the rocks that have red tint because of oxidation to iron. There is a
large outcrop of these red tinted stones at the foot of the Big Horn Mountains. By
recovering their mother, the family is complete once again. The Apsáalooke measure
their wealth through family. The larger the family, the more wealth a person has.
Possessions are considered inferior to life. The life that ones’ relatives have is of higher
value and so if one has many relatives they are considered wealthy. Through the clan
associations, one can have over a thousand brothers, sisters, fathers, mothers, and
children. Family relates directly to the community foundation of Native science
The sweat-lodge that is learned from this story was used to re-humanize Thrown
Into The Spring. The use of sweat-lodge is always associated with the earth. The
Apsáalooke word for sweat-lodge is Alawúsuua which translates to English as “going
into the ground.” This act is seen as appealing to the earth. This is the first time in these
two stories that humans are relying on something that is within their environment. In
Grandmother’s Grandson, grandson relied on the celestial being of the Sun for assistance.
Since this story relates this dependence of the environment it directly correlates
with the environmental foundation of Native science. The sweat-lodge also is directly
associated with the spirituality foundation. When Red Woman’s hand becomes the hand
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star constellation it becomes part of the cosmos where all things are interconnected and
thus has a correlation to the community foundation.

Grizzly Bear Lodge

This story originated in the People Of The Earth era. Many Siouan language
family tribes have stories about Devil’s Tower that are similar and most refer Devil’s
Tower as Bear Lodge. This story is out of place geographically. I have proposed that all
these stories originated in the Ohio River Valley during the People of The Earth era. My
theory is that this story originated out of one of the breakaway camps that traveled west.
George Reed stated that breakaway camps occurred on three occasions. The men and
their wives would go out hunting. If a man is a jealous man, he would sometimes take his
wife and move away from the main camp. Bad luck [death in the family, or illness], is
considered contagious so when a family unit experiences bad luck they would move
away till the bad luck is gone (Personal communication George Reed Jr., January 18,
2014). The story does not say which of these reasons why they ended up geographically
at Grizzly Bear Lodge but the ancestors of the Apsáalooke experienced the event and
returned east to tell the story.
This was a difficult story to locate. After consulting with George Reed Jr., he
suggested that I ask Joanne Rock Above. Joanne Rock Above has excellent knowledge of
Apsáalooke lore. She was raised by elders that passed the story on to her. Her parents
were knowledge keepers of these stories. (Personal Communication with Jamie Bull
Chief December 9 2014). Many of the conversations that I have generally are spoken in
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Apsáalooke and later translated to English for the purposes of this dissertation. Some
translations are difficult so we use simplified English to get the point across. I used the
words knowledge keeper to replace the actual translation of Mrs. Bull Chief. The
translation here would be “one that know about oral traditions.” These knowledge
keepers have contributed to maintain the oral traditions of the Apsáalooke for further
analysis in academia.
“Grizzly Bear Lodge” as told by Joanne Rock Above
From a nearby Crow encampment, children were playing. Two of the
children were sisters. The younger sister said to the older sister, “Act like a
bear.” “No. If I do I will turn into a real bear,” the older sister replied. All
the other children joined in and asked her to act like a bear. She told her
younger sister, “I am going to act like a bear which means that I will turn
into a real bear. They have asked me to so I am going to do it. Go and hide
in a plum tree and wait for me.” She started to act like a bear and then she
became a real bear. She attacked the camp killing the mothers and fathers
of the children. She went on to kill the children that she was playing with.
She approached the place that her younger sister was hiding and said,
“Come out now. It is over.” The younger sister came out. When she came
out, her sister instructed her to bring a lodge and to set it up. Once she
completed her task, her older sister instructed her to build a fire. The
younger sister built a fire. The younger sister did everything her older sister
told her to do. And on every task the older sister would stick her ankles out
and say, “You are going to kick me in the ankles.” All this time the younger
sister was so afraid of her older sister. Then her older sister said, “Go get
some water from the creek.”
While the younger sister was at the creek she started to cry. Six of her
brothers were across the creek from her. They were there to kill the bear.
They heard her crying and they said, “That is our sister. Let us go see her.”
When they reached her they asked her, “What are you doing?” She told
them the story of how the kids wanted her to act like a bear and how she did
and turned into a real one. Every time she asked her to do something she
would be threatening and saying that the younger sister might kick me in
the shin. The brothers told her to cut a way through the thorny brush and
instructed her that when the older sister says “you might kick me in the
shin,” that she should really kick her in the shin and then run through the
cut out brush and run to a simple flat stone. At this simple flat stone the
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brothers will be waiting for her. When the younger sister returned with the
water the older sister said, “You might kick me in the shin!”
The younger sister grabbed a thick branch and hit her older sister in the shin.
The older sister screamed and the younger sister ran. She ran through the
thorny brush. The older sister ran over the brush but would have to
constantly stop to take out thorns that were in her paws. The younger sister
joined her brothers at the simple flat stone. The brothers said, “What shall
we do now?” The little girl said let us stand on this stone. The little girl said,
“Jump” and they all jumped. As they jumped the simple rock grew high into
the sky. The sister clawed at the sides but could not reach them. Finally the
older sister got tired and said, “Climb down. I am done. I will no longer be
a bear any more.” The stone split. They tell her to go in between stones and
they will climb down and meet her there. When the older sister, the bear,
entered the stones it shut on her. They could hear her screaming in the stone.
The brothers asked again, “What shall we do now?” The younger sister said,
“Let us rise up to the sky.” They rose up into the sky. There they stayed in
the sky as stars better known as the Big Dipper. (Personal Communication
with Joanne Rock Above, April 20, 2014).
The older sister knew what she was capable of and didn’t want to participate. When
she did participate and turned into a cruel bear she destroyed her people. I believe this
speaks to the human condition as they knew it in that time period. A cruel person can
destroy a camp and its habitants.
The brothers and the sister had to rely on the environment to survive their sister.
This dependence on the environment is of course one of the foundations of Native
Science. The rock that they stood on became their means of escape. With each jump the
rock grew higher out of the reach of their sister. Eventually the rock consumed their sister
to be locked up forever. With nowhere to go the brothers and the sister became celestial
bodies. By becoming celestial bodies they became part of the greater community as part
of the cosmos. This speaks to the community foundation of Native science. The seven are
constant reminders of their actions and how the environment overcame the cruelty of the
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sister and brought balance to the world. George Reed stated to me that if you are near the
tower and you feel a presence it is one of the brothers or the sister coming to check on
their sister that lives in the tower. This is the undying love for their cruel sister (Personal
Communication with George Reed, May 15, 2015).
The stories in this chapter occur prior to 5000 years ago. Megafauna roamed the
earth but went extinct approximately 12,000 to 10,000 years ago (Fiedel, 2009: 21). The
monsters in the stories that are told were probably remnant memories of these megafauna.
All four stories had correlations to the Native science foundations. The three
foundations that are visible through these first stories are environment, community and
spirituality. It is my theory that the language foundation was not seen in these first four
stories because these stories occurred while the ancestors were still with the main Siouan
language family. The language is so far removed now as Apsáalooke that the language
foundation did not play a large role.
The stories in the next chapter occurred after 5000 years ago. As the environment
transitioned from the ice age, so did the interactions between humans and the
environment. Better living conditions created a more favorable view of the environment.
In the upcoming chapters, the environment is no longer an adversary, but an ally. The
antique bison went extinct only to be replaced by the modern day bison. Animal helpers
begin to play a larger role. As we transition into the next chapters we will see a change in
the stories where there is a bigger dependence on the environment.
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BIILUKE, OUR SIDE AND AWASHEE, EARTHEN LODGES

I estimate that approximately 5000 years to about 4000 years ago the Bíilukee
people split from the main Siouan people and crossed the Mississippi River probably
following buffalo herds. The Siouan-speaking Bíilukee lived in villages on the middle
Missouri River where they developed a way of life that combined horticulture and
buffalo hunting (Wood and Irwin, 2001: 349). Western Siouan oral traditions speak of
the migration of the ancestral Corn People up the Mississippi and Missouri rivers
followed by the creation of the ancestral Buffalo People in the primordial homeland near
Heart River (Wood and Irwin, 2001: 356).
These Bíilukee people are the ancestors of the Western Siouan speaking people.
These Bíilukee people eventually settled in the Missouri River Valley. There were two
variations of a tradition that developed parallel to each other separated by geography.
These two variants became the Mandan and Hidatsa people. Mandan village pottery was
associated with the Initial variant of the Middle Missouri (IMMV) tradition. Although the
Cambria villages that were studied were similar to the IMMV the Cambria tradition had
to be placed within a Northeastern Plains Village tradition, a Plains village manifestation
of parallel development to the IMMV. The Northeastern Plains Village tradition
eventually become the Hidatsa people (Henning and Toom, 2003: 216). These two
traditions are two of the three Western Siouan languages that emerged. Their
development was generally from north-western Iowa to the Missouri River and then
northward up the river (Henning and Toom, 2003:216). Henning and Toom’s study
concludes that these traditions are the early stages of the development of the two tribes.
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This snapshot of early Mandan and Hidatsa people had a general movement from east to
west. These two tribes are related by the ancestral Bíilukee people.
In addition, the “Seven Sacred Bison Bulls” story tells of a large bull named
Fused Bone, that the seven battle and is eventually killed by Bison Boy. I am making the
argument that Fused Bone represents antique bison and that the seven bison bulls
represent modern day bison. With the death of Fused Bone there is a transition to modern
day bison as is proven by the geological record. Antique bison and modern bison
occupied the same landscape until the antique bison became extinct approximately 5000
to 4000 years ago (Frison 2000: 1). The first story in the Bíilukee section is “The
Challenge.” This was the point at which the Bíilukee people split off from the ancestral
People Of The Earth. The second story is the “Seven Sacred Bison Bulls,” which
describes the change in diet.

The Challenge

This narrative is about the transition of the Awáakiiwilaxpaake to Bíilukee. George
Reed Jr. has shared this story with me in many conversations to explain how the
ancestors of the Apsáalooke split from the original, main Siouan language family.
Douglas Parks and Robert Rankin explain that there was a division of Siouan languages
that was considered the Western Siouan language that was comprised of the Mandan,
Hidatsa, and Crow (Parks and Rankin, 2001: 102). As the Siouan people divided and
moved west material culture that was seen in villages depicted two traditions that
eventually lead to the development of the Mandan and the Hidatsa (Henning and Toom,
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2003: 216). The split created the Bíilukee people. It is my argument that the word
Bíilukee, our side, is derived because the Bíilukee crossed over the Mississippi River into
the Missouri River Valley.
According to Hubert Two Leggings, Proto-Siouan language divided from the main
stem and moved onto the Plains approximately 5000 years ago. These Bíilukee people,
the ancestors of the Western Siouan language family (Two Leggings 2007: 115). The
Bíilukee set themselves apart and took the challenge to expand west. The story of “The
Challenge” is told by George Reed Jr.
The Awáakiiwilaxpaake were gathered together and asked the creator if
they could make war with each other. The Creator said that, “Only brave
men are allowed to make war.” He placed a warrior with a spear below a
cliff in a lake. He then told the people, “Whoever is brave jump off the cliff
into the water and try and kill that man.” One by one men would approach
the cliff and change their minds except for one. This one man jumped in and
was instantly killed by the warrior in the water. His blood could be seen
from his wound around his neck and was spreading in the water. The
Creator said, “That is a brave man. A man after my own heart. That man is
a Bíilukee. He is my ally. I will make his numbers low. Chase him and try
to wipe his people out.” (Personal communication with George Reed Jr.
February 2015).
In the story, once the Bíilukee people took the challenge, The Creator states that
they are his people. The spiritual connection between the Bíilukee people and the Creator
forms a bridge to the spirituality foundation of the Native science. The word Bíilukee
expresses that connection through language. This too also connects to the Native science
model in the language foundation. Bíilukee, or Our Side, has a direct correlation to the
community foundation by being a part of a group.
Once the Bíilukee people moved west there is a greater reliance on the
environment. The oral tradition includes more cooperation with environment than the
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stories in chapter 2. The following stories have many connections to the Native science
model. There is a transition of fearing the environment to working directly with the
environment for survival.
The Seven Bison Bulls

This story tells the tale of a young child left behind when a camp moved. This
child was then raised by seven bison bulls. This time period was a time of changing
environments and changing species. The ancient Bison Antiquus and the modern day
bison Bison Bison both inhabited the landscape. The modern day bison appeared about
5000 years ago while the ancient bison went extinct approximately 4000 years ago
(Frison 2000: 1). The ancient bison was a larger animal than the modern day bison. I
propose that the battle between Fused Bone and the seven bison bulls is a depiction of
this transition of the ancient bison to the modern day bison. Likewise in the story, when
Buffalo Boy kills Fused Bone, the bison realized that the humans can kill them as well
and scatter away from all humans. I believe that this is a transition to a new diet and how
the Corn People became the Buffalo People. My analysis of the transition of the story and
the extinction of the ancient bison dates this story to approximately 5000 to 4000 years
ago.
Equally important to these transitions is that this story tells of the second life way
of the Apsáalooke, the sweat-lodge. The sweat-lodge is important to Apsáalooke for
various reasons including spiritual aspects and for cleansing but it also has a healing
property. The first sweat-lodge that was received in the Twin’s story was to re-humanize
someone that experienced a traumatic event. The sweat-lodge here in the “Seven Sacred
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Bison Bulls” is a sweat-lodge of healing. The third sweat-lodge that was given to Big
Metal is for extended life. The Apsáalooke value life. When the Apsáalooke pray, they
pray that they have a long life.
“The Seven Bison Bulls” as told by George Reed Jr.
Buffalo Boy is the second sweat-lodge. A young boy was left behind after
an Apsáalooke camp moved. Seven Bison Bulls took the boy and raised
him. They nourished the boy with fat from their own kidneys. The buffalos
were sore from giving from their own bodies. They knew that they cannot
sustain this for too long so they devised a plan to make him get older. They
used their horns and threw him up and kept throwing him up till he grew to
be a young man. He was a very handsome young man. The bulls told
Buffalo Boy of a large bull named Fused Bone. Fused Bone had four wives
and his fourth wife was very young. Fused Bone was very jealous. If his
wives offer you water, do not accept.
One day Fused Bone’s youngest wife took water from the creek and came
to Buffalo Boy. She said to Buffalo Boy, “Drink some water.” Buffalo Boy
replied, “No, my big brothers told me to accept water from you.” She dipped
her fingers in the water and touched Buffalo Boy’s lips and said, “You have
now drunk my water.” She ran away to her husband Fused Bone and told
him that Buffalo Boy drank water from her. He got very jealous of Buffalo
Boy. Buffalo Boy’s big brothers, the Seven Bison Bulls came to his
assistance. Fused Bone had sacred power and he started to sing his song.
Fused Bone pawed the ground getting ready to charge. He charged the
Seven Bison Bulls and defeated them. Their bones were broken and they
were beaten. Fused Bone said to Buffalo Boy, “Now it’s your turn.” Buffalo
Boy emerged from the tipi and tied an eagle plume to the back of his head
and walked towards Fused Bone. Fused Bone sang his song again, pawed
the dirt and threw dirt on himself. He charged at Buffalo Boy, but right
before impact, Buffalo Boy jumped into the air, turned, and shot his arrow
into his rump. Fused Bone turned and started to rub his horns on the ground.
Buffalo Boy shot his arrow again, this time into his collar bone area killing
Fused Bone. All the buffalo seen how a human can kill them and ran away.
Buffalo Boy made a sweat-lodge and took his seven brothers. Through this
sweat-lodge all of their bones healed (Personal communication with George
Reed Jr. February 2014).
When this sweat-lodge is performed they will talk about each bull. The name of the
bulls: Chíilapbaalaaxaachish/Crazy Bull, Chillapish/The Bull, Aashiisássaash/Horns
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Turned Forward, Iaxaapahúsh/Thin Hair Places On The Hide,
Chílapaakkeekoohuush/Bull Who Reaches The Near Bank, Chíilabaaalaxaiiletash/Brave
Bull), and Chíilapkalishtachiash/You White Buffalo Calf (McCleary 1997: 79-80).
This sweat was performed when one needed healing. There are four rounds in a
sweat-lodge. Each round the door is lowered and water is poured over the rocks. Each
round has a certain number of water pours, except for the fourth round. In the first round
there are four ladles of water poured before the door is raised. The second round there are
seven ladles of water poured over the rocks before the door is raised. The third there are
ten ladles of water that are poured. In the final round an un-specified number of ladles is
poured over the water. This last round represents infinity. Mickey Old Coyote writes,
“Spiritual uplifting as well as good health comes from the sacred sweat-lodge, a
meaningful and significant practice. Within the sweat, one is not only purified mentally,
spiritually, and physically, but this is where desired things in life are requested- a time to
ask for good health, personal blessings and the same for family and friends. Here one
takes measures to avoid bad things. The evolutionary legend recognizes the healing
powers of the supernatural and the metaphysical world as the sweat-lodge plays an
important part. In the Apsáalooke language, this is called Baxxpée” (Old Coyote 1995:
32). These legends that Mr. Old Coyote speaks of are the three stories associated with the
sweat-lodge. The first is from the “Twins” story and the second is this story. The final
story is from the “Big Metal” story. Although Mr. Old Coyote does not say this, I believe
he is referencing that each of these stories was given temporally through the
development, or evolution, of the Apsáalooke culture.
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Environment
Generally, Native American people believe that every aspect of the ecosystem is
interconnected from the dirt all the way to the stars and from animate to inanimate.
Environment defines our habits and culture of every animate thing. Ecosystems are
comprised of many parts with each of these parts contributing to the whole system in a
symbiotic relationship. Native Americans lived off the land and there is a unique
relationship that Native Americans and the environment shared. “If humans could use the
land, the land would use them to enrich it and keep it alive. They and the place they lived
were equal partners in life” (Cajete, 2000: pg. 204). This strong connection to the
environment, which includes habitat type, climate and other variables, created each
culture of the Native people in the Americas.

Bridging Environment to Alawaúsuua
The Apsáalooke have a strong connection to their homelands. Many of the elders
talk of the Sacred Tobacco plant and how the Tobacco has drawn the Apsáalooke to this
land. The ceremony of planting the Tobacco seed is a retelling of their connection to this
land. This connection to the land has given the Apsáalooke knowledge to live with the
land. David Peat wrote in his book Blackfoot Physics, “The way this knowledge is
learned is inseparable from the land and from the people who live on it… Knowledge
belongs to a people, and the people belong to the landscape (Peat, 2002: 63).
The story of the Seven Sacred Bulls ties the Apsáalooke to the environment as a
participant. The elders have said that the sacred Seven Bison Bulls sweat-lodge
represents a cooperation between humans and the environment. Mickey Old Coyote
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writes, “This is how the sacred sweat-lodge ceremony legendarily began- illustrating an
essential truth, that when men and nature work together, good things happen” (Old
Coyote, 1995: 32).
Awashée, Earthen Lodges

It is unknown when the Earthen Lodges emerged. Figure 5 provides a graphic
representation of the Siouan language tree and shows that languages started dividing

Figure 5. Siouan Language Tree

about 5000 years ago. According to Hubert Two Leggings, the proto-Hidatsa Language
separated from the other Siouan languages around 150 BC (Two Leggings 2007: 115).
The archeologic evidence indicates that the Hidatsa people developed their culture
parallel to the Mandan. The material culture from village sites in the Missouri River
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Valley indicates two divisions of people that were related by material culture but indicate
a divergence of this material culture based on a separation through time and geography.
The two types of culture are the Middle Missouri traditions and the Northeastern Plains
Village traditions. The Middle Missouri traditions lead to the development of the Mandan
while the Northeastern Plains Village traditions lead to the development of the Hidatsa
(Henning and Toom, 2003: 216). In the oral tradition, when it is said that we become
Bíilukee I theorize that this initial divergence from the main Siouan language group
indicated by the language tree of 5000 years ago is that point. When we became the
Awashée I theorize that it is at this point of this parallel emergence between the Middle
Missouri traditions and the Northeastern Plains Village traditions.
The Hidatsa are known in Apsáalooke as Awashée, Earthen Lodges, since
they lived in villages and were primarily farmers. They supplemented their diet by
hunting bison. Archaeologically, these ancestral villages are found in Minnesota
and North Dakota. The Cambria tradition that eventually developed into the
Hidatsa had village sites along the Minnesota River (Henning and Toom, 2003:
207). More recently, Hidatsa villages that survived the small pox epidemic were
found at the mouth of the Knife River in North Dakota (Stewart, 2001: 329). There
are two stories that I will share in this portion of the Awashée. The first story is
about how the Apsáalooke received the Sacred Pipe, which is the third Apsáalooke belief
way.
“The Sacred Pipe” as told by George Reed Jr.
The Seven Bison Bulls gave their pipe to the Apsáalooke. They sent their
sister with the pipe to the Apsáalooke. Two young men saw a light coming
from the sky. As it got closer they seen that it was Buffalo Woman, the sister
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of the Seven Bison Bulls. She gave the pipe to them. They use the pipe to
lead, to raid, to pray, to learn, to help people that are mourning (Personal
communication with George Reed Jr. February 2014).
The pipe was used in many aspects of Apsáalooke life as George Reed indicated
in his story. Traditionally there was an unorganized hierarchy among the “Good Men”
(bacheeítche). A “Good Man” was a leader that people followed. They gained their status
through war and by showing leadership in their lives. One aspect of this hierarchy was in
being a pipe carrier. In order for a bacheeítche to become a pipe carrier, they had to lead a
raiding party that did not lose a warrior. A bacheeítche that was a pipe carrier had a
higher rank than the other bacheeítche in the camp and was the primary bacheeítche.
When he consulted the other bacheeítche he did so in a democratic process using the pipe
and listening to them all. Every bacheeítche participated in this process to make decisions
using the pipe and coming to agreement. This, of course, is another example of Native
science. This interaction is an expression of the community foundation. Sadly, with the
end of warfare between the tribes, the process of becoming a bacheeítche and pipe carrier
ended. Today, there are people that claim the title of a pipe carrier but because the title
had to be earned this office no longer exists.
Mickey Old Coyote writes, “When the sacred pipe is smoked for any ceremony, it
is first offered skyward to First Maker, from where the supreme power comes, the place
‘to where the pipe stem is pointed.’ It is also offered to Mother Earth- the four seasons,
the four winds. The Sacred Pipe when offered to the four winds has additional meaning.
To where the sun rises- where you greet the day with a good outlook on life. To where
eternal summer lives- send us your warmth with goodness and kindness. To where the
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sun sets- through the night provide us with good dreams toward wellbeing, peace of
mind, and renewal. To where eternal winter lives- send us weather we can endure to
quicken our minds and bodies. The pipe is then puffed four times, followed by prayers
and expression of gratitude as well as requests for good things for everyone.” (Old
Coyote 1995: 48) In ceremony, the pipe can represent all four foundations of Native
science. The individual offering the pipe to the first maker and then to the four directions
is an expression of belonging to a community, and the members of the community that
the pipe is offered is an expression of the environment or the four directions. When the
individual offers their prayers, the spirituality foundation is expressed by the prayer itself,
and the language foundation is expressed by speaking the prayer.

Language
Language is the practice of the Apsáalooke ways of knowing. Language is used
for communication within the community and also to express their world view, society
and history. “Language contains the story of their landscape, their great journeys and
migrations, and the spiritual alliances that go back hundreds and even thousands of
years.” (Peat 2002: 219) Language is also an expression of Native American participation
with the land. Language is the verbal connection to the land. “At a deeper psychological
level, language is sensuous, evocative, filled with emotion, meaning, and spirit… it
expresses our living spirit through sound and the emotion with which we speak.” (Cajete
2000: 72) The elders knew that as we speak the vibrations evoked the spirits of the world.
As Peat says in Blackfoot Physics,
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Within Indigenous science, however, language has a power all its own, and
to speak it is to enter into an alliance with the vibrations of the universe…
thoughts are inseparable from language. The language that is spoken is not
simply a medium, or a vehicle for communication, rather it is a living thing,
an actual physical power with the universe. The vibrations of its words are
energies that act within the transforming process we call reality. Moreover,
each language is a link with the particular landscape in which a people
live… to say something is to create an objective event and release a process
of energetic vibrations that enter into relationships with the other powers
and energies of nature. Thus, since every sound is an event of significance,
a person must take responsibility for whatever he or she says (Peat 2002:
224-226).
Every object on this earth is made up of thousands of atoms. Each atom has its
own characteristics. The air around us likewise is composed of atoms. These atoms
interact with the environment in various ways. In the center of an atom is the nucleus.
Surrounding the nucleus is a cloud of negatively charged electrons. When an energy
source activates the negatively charged electrons the atom reacts in a unique way. As we
speak vibrations from our person activate the atoms directly in front of us creating a wave
as the vibrations move through the column of atoms in our atmosphere.

Bridging the Language
Foundation to the Apsáalooke Pipe
Apsáalooke elders have told many young people that our words are sacred and
that once one has said a word they can never take it back. Between songs and prayers
there is a large spectrum that language is used in Apsáalooke belief ways. In conversation
elders are quick to correct us if we use words incorrectly. The fear is that if a word is
used incorrectly it could harm the person or their families because the words that are
spoken become reality. The word for someone who is poverty stricken is dehé. They
would say bidehé, or “I am poverty stricken.” There is another word that translates into
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English as poor and that word is baatcheeshé. This word means that they are poor
because they have lost a loved one. In contemporary society this word is used when one
is poverty stricken but expressing the reality of losing a loved one. People using the word
baatcheeshé instead of bidehé are actually saying I have lost a loved one, when instead
they are meaning to say they are poverty stricken. Because words are sacred, and can
create reality, they person speaking is placing themselves at risk to lose a loved one.
Our words are sacred and they become reality, but our words used when using the
pipe are more powerful. The pipe is performed with First Maker, the earth, and the four
directions. The words that are spoken in the prayer and the songs that are sung are then
agreements made between the pipe smoker, First Maker, the earth, and the four
directions. The reality of the prayers when using the pipe permeates throughout the entire
cosmos.

The Two Brothers

The “Two Brothers” story is the defining moment in Apsáalooke history. When
the decision was made to separate from the Hidatsa to pursue a plant that was to be found
in the mountains, thus began the transition of who we were to become today. The journey
took approximately 100 years and thousands of miles (Personal communication George
Reed Jr. 2014). Our ancestors abandoned their way of life as sedentary farmers to become
nomadic hunters.
The saga begins with two brothers, No Intestines and Red Scout that lived among
the Hidatsa. These two brothers went on a vision quest. When they returned from their
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quest, they were asked about their experiences. No Intestines had a vision of a certain
sacred tobacco plant that grew in the mountains. Red Scout had a vision of corn. Red
Scout and his followers stayed behind in present day North Dakota while No Intestines
led his followers toward the Rocky Mountains.
I was unable to locate a definitive version of this story from speaking with elders.
Bits and pieces are shared but never a continual story. I was able to locate the following
excerpt of the story, as told by Henry Old Coyote, which is taken from Cultivating
Themselves: The Interplay of Crow Indian Religion And History by Peter Nabokov.
A Hidatsa father told his two sons to go out on a vision quest. After four
days in which they spent the waking hours together but retired to separate,
isolated fasting beds at night, they shared their experiences. Red Scout, the
younger brother, asked No Intestines the older, whether he had experienced
anything. No Intestines said yes, and asked Red Scout the same, who said
yes but asked No Intestines, since he was the older to describe his first.
“So he told him that he – white people call it a vision, but I would say that
he had a visitation from some force- where he was instructed to lead the kin
of the Hidatsa and toward the mountains, that he would find a seed to be
known as the sacred tobacco. By adopting that way he would be given
further instructions after he found the plant and he was to take his followers
and come towards the Mountains that he would fare well if he did that.”
Red Scout said he had been told his “livelihood” was to be the corn and
squash, and that he was to stay in one place and till the soil. “He was given
instruction on what to do at certain times of the year”. Upon their return
they told their father, who agreed this was a “message from some force”
and that the camp should divide (Nabokov, 1988: 120-121).
With the split of the two brothers we begin the transition into the Apsáalooke Era.
No Intestines and his followers left west towards the Rocky Mountains to search for the
Sacred Tobacco. Red Scout and his followers stayed and continued their farming
practices. Although the two brothers separated and became two different tribes, they
continued a relationship that still lasts today.
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As we look at this story through the lens of Native science we can draw some
connections to the four foundations. The first is Spirituality. The process of seeking a
vision is spiritual in nature as they seek spiritual guidance from the environment. Because
they are seeking guidance from the environment there is a connection to the environment
foundation. Finally, the vision leads the two to their destiny in their respective tribes so
this is connected to the community foundation.
As the Western Siouan, or Bíilukee, moved west, they developed their culture.
The stories that I examined are a part of the greater Apsáalooke canon of knowledge and
culture. These stories define the Apsáalooke today and are filled with connections to the
four foundations of Native science. The first story in the Bíilukee, or Mandan, was a
transition that led the Bíilukee away from the main Siouan language. This story had
connection to the spirituality foundation because the “Bíilukee” translation of our side
has a meaning to Apsáalooke of “ally to my creator” (Personal communication George
Reed Jr. 2014). The second story about Buffalo Boy is connected to the spirituality and
environment foundations of Native science. In the Hidatsa era the pipe and pipe dance
ceremony were given to two young men. This story has connection to the spirituality and
language foundations of Native science. The final story is the two brothers. Both went on
vision quest and both received visions for the future. This story has connections to the
spirituality, environment, and community foundations.
These stories are still told from one generation of Apsáalooke to the next. These
stories define and solidify the four belief ways of the Apsáalooke. The practices that are
learned from these two time periods are still practiced today. These belief ways are
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examples of how the Apsáalooke practice Native science. There are many more examples
of how Apsáalooke practice Native science from everyday living but these four belief
ways are what it means to be Apsáalooke and so I have focused on these. The Bíilukee
and Awashée Eras contributed much too today’s culture of the Apsáalooke.
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APSAALOOKE, CHILDREN OF THE LARGE BEAKED BIRD

In this chapter we come to the last transition of the Apsáalooke. No Intestines and
his followers split from the main Hidatsa camp in search of the Sacred Tobacco plant.
They wandered about 100 years. When they found the Sacred Tobacco plant they became
Apsáalooke/Children Of The Large Beaked Bird. The Apsáalooke split into four bands
surrounding the sacred mountain Awaxaawakússawishe/Mountain Beyond Others, or
what is called Cloud Peak in English. The River Crow occupied the areas north of the
Iichíilikaashaashe/Elk River, Yellowstone River, to the White River/Bilichíaaashe, Milk
River. The Mountain Crow occupied the Gallatin, Bear’s Tooth, Pryor, and Big Horn
Mountains. The Dried Beaver Fur Band occupied the areas around the Yellowstone Park
and south to the Wind River Mountains. The Kicked In The Belly Band occupied east of
the Wind River Mountains and along the North Platte River and north to the Yellowstone
River. Many Apsáalooke feel fortunate that they are Apsáalooke. I hear the term, “it is
good that we are Apsáalooke,” in general conversations at gatherings. This feeling is
reiterated by the quote from Arapooish, “The Crow country is a good country. The Great
Spirit has put it exactly in the right place; while you are in it you fare well; whenever you
go out of it, whichever way you travel, you will fare worse… The Crow country is
exactly in the right place. Everything good is to be found there. There is no country like
Crow country” (Medicine Crow, 1992: xxi-xxii).
According to Joe Pierce, the language of the Apsáalooke became distinct around
14 BC (Pierce, 1954: 135). The Apsáalooke must have separated around the year 500 BC
in order to have a distinct language around 14 BC. According to this time frame, Good
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Growth, the son of No Intestines, discovered the Sacred Tobacco Plant around 400 BC
and have occupied Montana and Wyoming for approximately the past 2500 years.
The stories in this chapter are told in chronological order from when the events
occurred. Using glottal chronology for the story of No Intestines, archeological evidence,
historical information, and time lines and time frames discussed in the stories themselves,
I am able to estimate the dates of these stories. The first story that I will cover is the story
of No Intestines and his followers. This story also leads to the fourth belief way of the
Tobacco Society. The next story is Sacred Arrow, who was raised by the Little People
and also brought our current fasting practices. The third story is Yellow Leggings and his
quest for Dyed Hair and how through this quest he was given the tipi. The next story is
Burnt Face and how he was given the Apsáalooke style of Sun Dancing. The fifth story is
Big Metal who survived a murder attempt by his step-father and how he was raised by
Big Horn Sheep. He brought the third of our sweat-lodges. Some of these stories are
included not because they are a part of the four belief ways of Apsáalooke but rather the
overall culture that was gained once we became Apsáalooke.

Exodus: The Search for the Sacred Tobacco Plant

Apsáalooke people have been around for hundreds and in some estimates
thousands of years. There is a reason why the Apsáalooke are here in time and space. The
Apsáalooke migration story established the Apsáalooke in a large area that stretched from
Canada to southern Wyoming and from the Rocky Mountains to North and South Dakota.
This area of the Great Plains provided the environment for the American Bison and thus
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the Buffalo Culture that the Apsáalooke were associated with. It was also in this area that
the sacred Tobacco plant was found. This environment truly defines the Apsáalooke
people’s culture. Finding Itchichia and starting the adoption was the beginning of the
Apsáalooke identity. The adoption signified that these people now belonged to this land
through a contract renewed by the planting of the Sacred Tobacco seed.
The Tobacco Society ceremony represents spirituality but there is also a
representation of all four foundations. The Apsáalooke know the plant nicotina
multivalvis as Itchichia. Some of the elders say that Itchichia is what brought us to this
place. The Tobacco Society Dance is called Baasshússuua. A person must be adopted
into the society and only society members can participate in the ceremony and handle the
seeds. The four foundations of Native science are seen in the ceremony: community
through adoption, the environment through the seeds, spirituality through the prayers
with the seeds, and language through the songs.
As discussed in Chapter Three, there were two brothers, No Intestines and Red
Scout, who lived among the Hidatsa. These two brothers went on a vision quest. When
they returned from their quest, they were asked what they had experienced. No Intestines
had a vision of a certain sacred tobacco plant that grew in the mountains. Red Scout had a
vision of corn. No Intestines and his followers then left the Hidatsa to look for this plant
that he had a vision of. They traveled west towards the mountains to a place where the
winters were long. This place is near Manitoba. From here they traveled south to Salt
Lake but it was too arid so they traveled east to the Arrow Head River in north present
day Texas and Oklahoma. They then traveled north to Chief Mountain and then south
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again until they reached the Big Horn Mountains. By this time No Intestines had passed
on. His son Good Growth fasted near Cloud Peak, and it was here that he found the
Sacred Tobacco that No Intestines envisioned. When Good Growth saw the Itchichia, the
elders tell us that they shined like stars.
Because I am not in the society, I cannot discuss the exact particulars of the
ceremonies associated with the Tobacco Society. There are four ceremonies in the
Tobacco Society. There is a celebration dance that is performed where there is no
planting and no adoption but done to give thanks. The second one is a daytime dance that
is very formal. The third is an adoption dance where members are formally adopted into
the ceremony, and finally, a planting ceremony.
Adoption is the only way to become a member of the society. Good Growth was
instructed by No Intestines to adopt his son into the Tobacco Society and from that point
adoption was the only way to the Tobacco Society.
A sacred tobacco society adoption is a replication of the migration in the
greater western portion of the North American Continent. The Apsáalooke
dwelled in the area before finding the Sacred Tobacco plant under Cloud
Peak. From one nation to another is symbolized by the two lodges [in the
adoption ceremony]. A lodge where the onset of the procession represents
the mother tribe. The four stops in between represents the four areas that we
dwelled while we searched for the Sacred Tobacco, Northern Rockies,
maybe around Chief Mountain, Salt Lake, Arrow Head River and the
Eastern Slopes of the Big Horn Mountains under Clouds Peak. A song sung
at the onset of the exodus is as old as the Apsáalooke Nation. A thought, a
wish, a prayer initiates adoption (Personal communication George Reed Jr.,
April 4, 2014).
The re-planting of the Itchichia represents the agreement made with First Maker
to become a part of the land that was “promised” to the Apsáalooke through No
Intestines’ vision. Peter Nabokov writes in his PhD dissertation, “In the process, they
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conduct a four-phase, inwardly spiraling journey, tasting every habitat which classic
Plains culture has to offer. At their first major stop after the vision which triggers the
migration the north is too cold and harsh. Upon their second major stop, the south is too
arid and saline. As they head east they find at their third stop a terrain that is too forested.
Only when this circumambulation is complete, only when they have experienced the
region’s extremes, do they curve back west into the heart of the territory to reach what
Old Coyote terms their ‘promised land’ – the fourth and final stop on their migratory
procession” (Nabokov, 1988: 125).

Spirituality
The participation of Indigenous people with the environment creates a very
spiritual experience. The spirituality created songs, ceremonies, visions, and dreams.
“Ceremony plays a significant role in Native science. Ceremonies are associated with
acts of renewal, healing, and relationship to particular forms of knowledge” (Peat, 2002:
270). All aspects of spirituality are gifts from the ecosystem to Indigenous people. The
many symbols in Native American spirituality are based on the environment specific to
each Native culture. Many indigenous spiritual practices are tribally specific and even
more are specific to individuals. It is not fair to generalize these practices because only an
individual can talk about their medicine and how to use them. Likewise within a tribal
community, only that tribe can speak of their practices.
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The Bridge Between Spirituality and Itchichia
In Apsáalooke tradition, the Tobacco Society annually has a Tobacco planting
ceremony. This ceremony is a renewal of the contract between the homeland and the
Apsáalooke people. The Apsáalooke sweat-lodge is another spiritual aspect that is
specific to an Apsáalooke family. Timothy McCleary writes, “The ceremony of the
sweat-lodge reinforces Crow concepts of the cycle of life, and of time in general”
(McCleary, 1997: 74). The spiritual aspect of the Apsáalooke is on a grand scale in that
they practice four belief ways and that these belief ways are unique and defining of their
lifestyle. Every one of the four belief ways can be included in this section but
Baasshússuua is the focus.
Baasshússuua is the definitive belief way of the Apsáalooke people. Finding
Itchichia established the Apsáalooke in the region. The Apsáalooke perspective is that the
land adopted the Apsáalooke through the Itchichia that made the Apsáalooke a
functioning part of the ecosystem in the region. This region stretches from the confluence
of the Yellowstone River and the Missouri River, south to the highest peak in the Black
Hills and to the confluence of the Little Platte River and the North Platte River, west to
the Wind Mountains, north along the Rocky Mountain front to where the Milk River
starts, following the Milk River to where it dumps into the Missouri River, and finally
following the Missouri River back to the confluence with the Yellowstone River. This
became the Apsáalooke territorial homeland.
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Sacred Arrow

The Sacred Arrow story, according to the Apsáalooke, occurred in the Pryor
Mountains in the Apsáalooke era. The narrative describes how a young child was
transformed into an adult to help his people with a new fasting practice. The Apsáalooke
not only learned this new fasting practice but also interacted with a race of small humans
that are called Awakúule, Keepers Of The Earth, what are commonly called Little People
in English. These sacred beings are known to occupy the Pryor Mountains. They are
known to be helpers to the Apsáalooke. When the Apsáalooke traveled through the Pryor
Mountains, they would leave offerings to them for safe travels. Although the story does
not say this, in my summation, the story established a stronghold for the Apsáalooke in
the future. There are a series of battles that occur near the Pryor Mountains, and in these
battles, various tribes gathered forces to eliminate the Apsáalooke from the landscape, but
these attempts were thwarted. The first of these battles was told in the book Blankets and
Moccasins, a biography of Chief Plenty Coups. This story is told by Pretty Eagle in the
Book. The second battle at Arrow Creek can be found at the following website
http://lib.lbhc.edu/index.php?q=node/89 . It is my opinion and not that of the Apsáalooke
elders that there may be a connection between these failed attempts and the proximity to
the Awakúule. Finally, the story is important in that the fasting practice in the mountains
was established. Fasting, or Biilishesaanaa, is translated as “going without water.” An
individual would go to a high point to face east and there will make a bed with rocks.
These supernatural beings connected Sacred Arrow to the creator and this new practice of
fasting. This fits into the spiritual foundation of Crow science. They would make a blood
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offering by cutting themselves and then they would sit there contemplating for three
nights. I inquired with George Reed Jr. about fasting. He explained to me that a person
would fast for three nights, and it was done around the full moon. He said, “The proper
way is to go up and be there the night before the full moon, the night of the full moon and
the day after the full moon. You go up with just a robe. During the daytime, you can
move around, but at night time, you must stay within your bed. You will have a pipe with
you to smoke. You will also need cedar to smudge with. The spirits will scare you to run,
but you need to stay put. If you get fearful, you can smudge. If you have a dream or a
vision or hear something then your fast is complete. The time to go is when the berries
are ripe” (George Reed, Jr. at the Cultural Office in Crow Agency, Montana, February
11, 2014).
This story is important to the overall knowledge and spirituality of the
Apsáalooke. It is also an important story that has many connections to Native science
foundations. Spirituality, language, and environment are visible in the analysis of the
story. Finally the story has its importance in the geographical knowledge of where Good
Arrow penetrated the rock.
In order to date this story I examined archeological information. According to
John H. Blitz the bow and arrow appeared on the plains in Wyoming around 400 AD
(Blitz, 1988: 123). Because of Blitz’s data, and because this story occurred in Montana I
will assume that this story occurred around 400 AD.
The Sacred Arrow story revolves around a young toddler that was lost while
hunting. The toddler is raised by the Little People, and then he was sent home to his
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people to help them and show them what he learned. This version of Sacred Arrow was
told by George Reed Jr.
One day a man and his wife were hunting in the Pryor Mountains. They had
their child with them. They were on a ridge. A dog with a travois was
carrying their infant son. A deer jumped out in front of them and ran down
the ridge. The dog chased after the deer with the baby still on the travois.
The man and woman chased after the dog but could not catch it. When the
man and woman finally caught the dog, their baby was missing. They
searched for their child with no avail so they returned to the main camp to
bring more people to help look for their child. The search party searched the
area but could not find the child so they gave up their hopes.
The Keepers Of The Earth (Little People) found the young child and took
him. They took rocks and boiled the rocks in water. They fed the child the
soup from the rocks and the child grew instantly into a young man. The
Keepers Of The Earth took the young man and had him shoot at a rock with
a bow and arrow. The arrow penetrated the rock. This place is known as
Baáhpuuo or where the rock was penetrated. The young man was named
Sacred Arrow by The Keepers Of The Earth.
The Keepers Of The Earth told him to go up on the mountains to fast. He
did this and the Creator came to him and told him how to help his people.
When the Creator was leaving he told him that if he ever wanted to talk with
the Creator again to come to the backbone of the world and he will be there.
(Personal communication George Reed Jr. February 18, 2015).
The Keepers Of The Earth are a race of small humans that are feared by many.
They (Little People) are actually helpers to the Apsáalooke. The story does not say
whether the Creator directed the rescue and raising of the child. Ultimately, because
many Apsáalooke do not know or are unfamiliar with this story, they view Little People
with fear when in fact they are helpers to the Apsáalooke.
I conclude that because the Little People are in the area that they possibly assisted
the Apsáalooke during battles. I am making a connection to a series of three battles that
occurred either in or near the Pryor Mountains. Apsáalooke had many helpers in their
history. A mystical warrior would appear during battles that would turn the tide to favor
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the Apsáalooke. Because the Little People have helped the Apsáalooke, the possibility is
there that they could have helped the Apsáalooke in war. The possibility of the assistance
by the Little People is one reason that the area could have been used by the Apsáalooke
to defend against insurmountable odds. There is no connection between the Little People
and the Mystical Warrior.
The story concludes with Sacred Arrow directed to fast on the mountain. It was
on the mountain that the Creator speaks with Sacred Arrow. Sacred Arrow learns the
practice of fasting on high places because the Creator lives along the “backbone of the
earth.” This practice is still practiced today.
This practice connects to the spirituality foundation of Native science because the
act of fasting coincides with speaking to the Creator. When a vision or a dream is
received during this practice, instruction is given to the individual on how to call on the
power that was received. By using this “medicine,” the language foundation of Native
science is used. As you may recall in the earlier discussion on the language foundation,
language was the practice of Native science. The environmental foundation of Native
science can be seen in the Little People. Their name literally translates to “Keepers of the
Earth.”
The conclusions of the Sacred Arrow story have no connection to the four belief
ways of the Apsáalooke but important aspects of the cultural development existed that it
is important to include it in this dialogue. Fasting is a very spiritual practice where one
offers themselves in the hopes that the environment will offer gifts to the faster. The
misunderstood Little People play a vital role in the protection of the Apsáalooke. People
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still see them today in the Pryor Mountains. These cultural icons contribute to the overall
culture of the Apsáalooke.

Yellow Leggings Quest

When the Apsáalooke became nomadic, after they had left the Hidatsa, they lived
in caves, over-hangs or sometimes they created lean-tos. (Personal communication
George Reed Jr. February 11, 2014) The Apsáalooke acquired their version of the tipi as
a result of Yellow Leggings’ quest, an unexpected benefit. For a nomadic people the tipi
was a technological advancement that increased the range that they could travel. The
Apsáalooke style tipi has four base poles. Other Great Plains tribes used tripods. Another
difference in the Apsáalooke style tipi from other Great Plains tribes is the way the poles
are interlocked. This interlocking design is able to withstand the high winds of the Rocky
Mountain Front.
The tipi was not just a home but also represented the cosmos. The poles represent,
aspects of life from the animal kingdom, the four sacred elements, the four directions, the
four seasons, and spiritual helpers. The tipi also represents the woman as giver of life.
The ten poles along the sides of the tipi represent the ten moons that a woman is
pregnant. The Apsáalooke believe that we have three mothers: the mother that bore us,
the earth that we live on, and the tipi. As long as there is a tipi, one will always have a
mother to come home to. In essence the tipi represented the community, the environment
and the spiritual foundations of Crow science. The environment because of the
representations of the poles and covering, the community because of the Apsáalooke
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being a part of that environment, and spirituality because the lodge itself it cared as our
mothers.
The Apsáalooke style tipi has become iconic and a defining symbol of
Apsáalooke identity. “The real home” is sacred to the Apsáalooke. Because of the
symbolisms derived from the environment, this story is filled with references to Native
science. Because of the importance of the tipi this story needed to be a part of this
dissertation.
This narrative revolves around Yellow Leggings. He caught eagles by digging a
pit and covering it with a lattice and then placing a rabbit carcass on top to attract eagles.
One day when he was trapping eagles, a boulder rolled on top of his pit. A mouse helped
him escape certain death, which led him on a quest in a mysterious world. As mentioned
before, an unexpected advantage and blessing of this quest was the tipi, and from that
point on the Apsáalooke used tipis. The version was told by Henry Old Coyote and the
transcript is in the Little Big Horn College Library.
Many years ago, Apsáalooke collected eagle feathers in a unique way. They
would dig a dugout in high location. Over the dugout they would place
branches and twigs and cover it with grass and they extend a skinned rabbit
from the pit. The eagle trapper would hide in the trap and wait for eagles to
come inspect the rabbit. The trapper would grab the legs of the eagle and
pluck the middle feather and the two on either side of the middle.
A young warrior named Yellow Leggings was out trapping eagles in this
manner. While he was in the trap a boulder above him rolled down and
trapped him in. Yellow Leggings was certain that he would die in this trap
when a mouse talked to him. The mouse told Yellow Leggings to follow
him into a hole on the floor of the trap. Yellow Leggings followed the mouse
through the tunnel till they emerged on the other side to a world he did not
recognize.
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Yellow Leggings walked around till he found a lodge. He walked up to the
lodge and a voice inside said, “Come in. I have been expecting you.” Yellow
Leggings entered to find an old man and an old woman. The old man wanted
Yellow Leggings to have a seat. Yellow Leggings seen a human hand in the
soup and said we do not eat other humans. The old man said, “I forgot that
you do not eat humans. Go outside and find something to eat. When you are
finished return. I have some things I want to talk to you about.” Yellow
Leggings did as he was instructed. After eating and returning to the old
man’s lodge, Yellow Leggings was instructed to kill the elk who controlled
the winds and caused havoc among the birds and animals. The old man gave
him the location of where he will find the elk and that before he goes to the
elk that he should find animals that will help him if he were to cry.
Yellow Leggings then went on his way to the elk. He came across a certain
bird and Yellow Leggings sat and started to weep. The bird asked what was
wrong. Yellow leggings explained that he was tasked with killing this elk.
The bird told Yellow Leggings that this truly was a hard task that is
impossible. The bird advised Yellow Leggings to go to a near bush and cry
near it. Yellow Leggings did as instructed. A mole came to Yellow
Leggings and said, “Why do you cry?” Yellow Leggings explained to the
mole with what he was tasked to do. The mole said that this was nearly an
impossible task. The reason was that the elk had helpers on his antlers. The
coyote sat on his right antlers and protected the elk by day and an owl on
his left antlers to protect him at night. If anything came near the elk the
helpers would alert the elk and he would go and kill the intruders with his
antlers. The mole said he will help Yellow Leggings by digging a tunnel
under the elk where the coyote and the owl will not see them. Then when
they were under him Yellow Leggings was to shoot an arrow directly into
the heart of the elk. The mole said they had one try because the elk will be
alerted he will surely kill them both if they failed. When they finally were
directly under the elk Yellow Leggings shot his arrow. They started running
back through the tunnel. The elk was wounded for sure and he stuck his
antler into the ground where the tunnel was and chased after the two till he
fell over dead.
Yellow Leggings thanked mole for his help and asked what he can do for
the mole. The mole instructed him to leave food near his mounds when he
needs help in solving a situation and he will help Yellow Leggings again.
He also told Yellow Leggings that if didn’t want to be seen he can take dirt
and rub it on himself so that he could not be found.
Yellow Leggings returned to the old man with the head of the elk. White
Owl thanked him for completing his task. He then said that Yellow
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Leggings must go after the scalp of Colored Hair who lived on the other
side of the river. Yellow Leggings agreed to the quest.
Yellow Leggings left on his quest. Again he came across the bird and he
wept. The bird asked why he was crying and Yellow Leggings told him the
new quest he was on. The bird said that this quest was indeed a tougher
quest. The bird explained that people that go on this quest are eaten by Dyed
Hair. Yellow Leggings was instructed to seek the help of a young woman
that lived beyond the ridge in front of him.
Yellow Leggings traveled beyond the ridge and found a lodge. At the lodge
he met a young woman. The young woman’s name was Ant Woman. She
explained that Colored Hair has been pursuing her so that they may marry.
Ant Woman devised a plan where Yellow Leggings will go in the form of
her. Ant Woman instructed Yellow Leggings to take off his clothes and she
would do the same. They will stand at opposite ends of the tipi and then
meet each other in the middle where they will embrace and Yellow
Leggings will say he is Ant Woman and ant Woman will say she is Yellow
Leggings. When they did this they switched bodies. Ant Woman instructed
Yellow Leggings not to allow Colored Hair to touch him for three days and
to keep him awake during the day time. After four days allow Colored Hair
to have his way with you. When he is finished he will fall into a deep sleep.
This will be Yellow Leggings chance to slit Colored Hair’s throat and place
the louse on the pillow.
Ant Woman then gave Yellow Leggings five corn balls. She instructed him
that when he reaches the river there will be a dog. Yellow Leggings was
instructed to mount the dog and slip a corn ball in his mouth and the dog
will walk across the river carrying him. He did as he was instructed when
he got to the river. It took two corn balls to cross the river. After he crossed
the river he walked till he reached a forest. At the forest Yellow Leggings
began to weep. A chipmunk came to Yellow Leggings and asked what was
wrong. Yellow Leggings told him that he had to kill Colored Hair and didn’t
know how to complete his task. The chipmunk said that the only thing he
can help with his quest was a louse. The chipmunk instructed Yellow
Legging to keep the louse behind his ear till he kills Colored Hair and places
the louse on his pillow and it will take care of everything from there on. The
chipmunk instructed Yellow Leggings to weep when he was near magpie.
When Yellow Leggings was near magpie he started to weep. Magpie asked
what was wrong. Yellow Leggings explained his situation. Magpie said that
there was a mound that was on Colored Hair’s mother’s head that she could
project out and uses to fly in the air and that it will be hard to outrun her.
Magpie instructed Yellow Leggings that as he is running and when he is
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tired to throw the middle feather of the magpie in the air and magpie will
carry him farther.
When Yellow Leggings arrived at Colored Hair’s lodge he was not home.
His mother was there and she was not happy that Ant Woman showed up.
Colored Hair’s Mother was very suspicious of Ant Woman coming to see
her son. When Colored Hair arrived he was happy to see that Ant Woman
finally came to his lodge. When they went to bed Ant Woman rejected his
advances. He laid there and could not sleep all night. The next day Ant
Woman kept Colored Hair busy showing her the place. Again that night she
rejected his advances saying she was tire. Again Colored Hair stayed awake
all night excited that Ant Woman finally came to his lodge. When Colored
Hair fell asleep his mother kept calling to him because she was suspicious
of Ant Woman. Colored Hair would respond but he was so tired that he fell
into a deep sleep. Ant woman touch and pinched Colored Hair but he was
sound asleep. She quietly slit his through and removed the louse from
behind his ear and placed it on his pillow. She cut Colored Hair’s head off
and quietly sneaked out of the lodge. Colored Hair’s mother yelled out to
Colored Hair and from his bed he heard a response in the voice of Colored
Hair saying “quit bothering me, we are trying to sleep.” This was louse
speaking. All night long Colored Hair’s mother would say his name and ask
a question and the louse would answer. Finally in the morning Colored
Hair’s mother got up to check and his head was gone. “I knew Ant Woman
was up to no good. She will never get away.” She raised the weapon on her
head and flew after her. Yellow Leggings was running as fast as his legs
will take him till he got tire. He said “magpie help me” and raised the feather
and he started to fly. Yellow Leggings would fly until the magpie got tired
and he would run for little bit and then raise the feather again and he would
fly through the air. He made good ground but Colored Hair’s mother was
catching up to him. He got to the river and fed the dog with a corn ball and
the dog crossed the river. He kept feeding the dog the last of the corn balls
as they ran to Ant Woman’s lodge. He was instructed to run around the
lodge four times. Still on the dogs back they ran around the lodge four times
and on the fourth time they ran in. Colored Hair’s mother threw her weapon
on her head to the lodge but on the fourth run around the lodge it had turned
to stoned. Some of the stone fell off. Ant Woman, still in Yellow Leggings
form quickly used mud from the ground and replaced the stone that had
fallen off. Colored Hair’s mother finally said, “You have defeated me. I just
want to see his face one more time. Ant Woman instructed Yellow Leggings
to open the door. He opened it a crack but Colored Hair’s mother said,
“Please open it little more so I can see him more clearly.” Yellow Leggings
opened enough for her to stick her head in. Colored Hair’s mother said, “Ha
I have fooled you,” but Yellow Leggings quickly shut the heavy door
chopping Colored Hair’s mother’s head off.
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Ant Woman informed Yellow Leggings that those two have been tricking
people and then eating them. Ant Woman instructed Yellow Leggings to
take Colored Hair’s head back to the old man but she will be keeping his
mother’s head to keep her from coming back so that she can no longer harm
people. They again stood on one side of the lodge and walked to the middle
where they embraced. Yellow Leggings said “I am Yellow Leggings” and
Ant Woman said “I am Ant Woman.” They transformed back to their own
selves. The young woman turned back into an ant. Ant Woman told Yellow
Leggings that the mole helped you and it goes the same with her. If you
need help in a situation place some food near an ant pile and state what you
need help with and I will find a solution.
When he returned to the old man he was very pleased. He told Yellow
Leggings to go and come back in the morning. As he was leaving the old
man’s wife told Yellow Leggings outside of the lodge and instructed him to
that the old man will lay out his spirit helpers tomorrow and when he asks
Yellow Leggings which one he wants, to ask for the old man.
In the morning when he returned the old man laid out all his spirit helpers
and said, “You have taken the elk that had a hold of the four winds and the
four directions but I have that power now. I will not keep it like the elk did.
Ant Woman’s lodge is the form of lodge that you will use with the four base
poles. These four base poles represent the four directions where the four
winds blow and it also represents the four seasons. Then asked Yellow
Leggings which one he wants. Yellow Leggings did as he was instructed
and said, “I will take you.” The old man said, “Aaahh, my wife must have
told you to say that.” The old man transformed himself into a white owl.
The old man instructed Yellow Leggings that they must respect the tipi. The
old man’s pet was a bear and the old man tied his pet to the left door of the
tipi. The bear will watch the door and prevent anything bad from getting in.
The old man, who is the white owl told Yellow Leggings, “When you leave
here you will meet four woman. You need to avoid their advances. Use this
driftwood or this quartz on them.
Yellow Leggings started on his journey home. Yellow Leggings
encountered a woman like no other. She was very beautiful. She was
making advances so Yellow Leggings waved the driftwood at her. Instantly
she turned into an elk and ran away. Again Yellow Leggings encountered a
second woman. This woman was like no other. She was more beautiful than
the first one. This woman made advances so Yellow Leggings waved the
driftwood at her and she instantly transformed into a white-tailed doe and
ran away. Yellow Leggings continued his journey home. Again he
encountered a woman like no other. She was more beautiful than the
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previous two with eyes like berries. When she made her advances at Yellow
Leggings, he waved the driftwood at her and she instantly turned into a mink
and ran away. Yellow Leggings continued his voyage home. Again he
encountered a woman. He pulled out the driftwood and waved it at her but
she did not mind. He took out the quartz and waved it at her and still she
did not mind. So Yellow Leggings married her.
Yellow Leggings and his wife went to her camp. When they approached the
camp a young boy ran to meet them. The young boy had a mountain lion as
a pet. The mountain lion was about to charge but the young man said, “this
is my brother-in-law.” The mountain lion relaxed. The young boy was
named Juniper Between The Eyes. The young boy said that his brothers
were out hunting.
When Juniper Between The Eyes’ brother returned from their hunt they
started to tease Yellow Leggings. They were pulling of the legs and the head
off a stuffed fawn that Yellow Leggings had. Yellow Leggings open the
bundle that had the white owl in and the owl flew up and hooted. The fawn
bleated and the legs of the brothers started to hurt. They yelled that they
quit. The brothers were ashamed for teasing their brother-in-law. They said
that they don’t belong on earth anymore. They decided to join the seven
stars. Before they left Juniper Between The Eyes said that he was taking his
pet with him but the spirit will remain in the right door pole. When you look
up at the seven starts at night the faint star near the last star is Juniper
Between The Eyes’ mountain lion.
They said that it was time to leave. They told Yellow Leggings to offer the
pipe to them whenever he needed them. When he was in a tight spot, or
when he was happy, or when he was alone.
That night Yellow Legging wife said go smoke with your brother-in-laws.
Yellow Leggings offered the pipe to his brother-in-laws. His brother-inlaws said. “No matter what happens don’t forget the old man. The lodge is
a woman. The tipi is the place you come home to. It is your second mother.
The earth is your first mother. It is the earth that you finally return. When
you smoke offer your mother earth the pipe too. The animals that you
respect, the animals that are messengers you believe in are all represented
at the poles. The four wind directions and the four seasons of the year are
represented by the four base poles. Group all these together in a tipi and
occupy it. When you sit in the tipi, sit along the poles because that is where
man lives. No man should sit in the middle of the tipi. This place is reserved
for the elements (Old Coyote 1974: 33-56).
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The Apsáalooke style tipi (Figure 6) uses four poles for the base. The west and
south poles are first laid down parallel to each other. Next, the east and north poles are
laid perpendicular on top of the other poles. The poles are tied together. The tied poles
are raised from the top and spread apart to form a “quad-pod.” From the back end of the
tipi, poles are added. One of the assistant poles is placed next to where the chief pole will
be placed once all interior poles are placed. The other assistant pole is placed on the other
side of where the chief pole will be placed.
From back to front, between the west and north pole and the south and east pole,
the other poles are placed in an alternating fashion. The good health pole is placed
followed by the wellbeing pole and so forth. Once the real properties pole and the success
pole are placed, the two door poles, grizzly and cougar, are placed. The tipi cover is tied
to the chief pole and raised up and placed between the two assistant poles. The cover is
then wrapped around the poles and closed up with willow pins.
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Figure 6. Apsáalooke Tipi Floor Plan
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Prior to Big Metal’s encounter with the badger, the hem of the tipi was held down
with rocks. Badger gave his claws to Big Metal and taught the Apsáalooke how to use
stakes to hold down the hem. Finally, the two tipi flap poles are added to the lodge. The
tipi was kept insulated using a lining that went on the inside of the poles. In the winter
time the fire in the center would cause an updraft through the smoke hole on top. The
cold air would rush in under the tipi hem but would be re-directed by the lining up the
sides of the tipi creating a pocket of warm air in the center of the tipi. In the summer time
the hem was raised up to allow cool air to enter. Because of the funnel shape of the tipi,
the cool air is forced up in a draft that escaped at the smoke hole keeping the tipi cool.
The interlocking of the poles at top made this tipi very stable in high winds. Only two
tribes, the Apsáalooke and the Blackfeet, used the four base pole system and my own
theory is that these tribes innovated this system to combat the high winds along that
Rocky Mountain Front in their territories. The architecture of a tipi was specifically
designed to withstand changing elements through the Rocky Mountain Front.
Yellow Leggings had many encounters with various animals on his quest that
assisted him to accomplish his goal. The mole and Ant Woman both told Yellow
Leggings to leave food by their mounds when he was in need of help. The whole story
was about Yellow Leggings desire to return home, but he needed to accomplish tasks to
meet his goal. This story can be viewed as a tale of reciprocity. Give something to receive
something. It is not uncommon for Apsáalooke to leave portions of food outside to feed
the earth or to throw food in the water to feed the water. This practice is done for good
fortune. The Apsáalooke believe that nothing is free. You must give something to receive
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something (Interpersonal communication with George Reed Jr. February 2014, Crow
Agency).
Isshiiooshkunnaalaau is a unique story that incorporated a complex structure that
carries many meanings that are subject to interpretation. The environmental foundation in
Native science is well covered in this story. The idea that the tipi represents the entire
cosmos and is spelled out at the end of the story reveals the knowledge that the
Apsáalooke held. The interrelations between Yellow Leggings and the animals also point
to Native science in the community foundation. The animal kingdom worked with
humans for a common goal. At the end of the story Yellow Leggings is admonished to sit
along the edge of the tipi with all the animals because humans belong to that community
as equals to help each other. The spirituality foundation of Native science is expressed in
the old man as he really was “medicine” and turned into a white owl.
The Apsáalooke developed their culture as they moved east. Through this
migration they developed important parts of their culture. Although the tipi is not one of
the four belief ways of the Apsáalooke, it is important to tell the story of how the current
era of the Apsáalooke acquired their iconic lodge. The story and the design of the lodge
have many connections to Native science. Because this dissertation draws on the
conclusion that culture has a direct correlation to Native science, I could not leave this
story out.
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Burnt Face

Burnt Face is the story of the Big Horn Medicine Wheel. The Medicine Wheel, or
better known by the Apsáalooke as “The Large Camp,” is a circular rock alignment that
has spokes that align with the summer solstice. The Medicine Wheel is located in the Big
Horn Mountains north of present day Lovell Wyoming. According to the oral tradition,
Burnt Face learned The Large Camp, which was, in essence a revenge dance, from the
Creator. From this the Apsáalooke derived their version of Sun Dance which was not
called Sun Dance, but rather Ankle Dance. The dancer would self-mutilate for attainment
of spiritual reward (Personal communication at George Reed Jr. February 18, 2015).
Carbon dating done at the Large Camp estimates that the secondary cairns and the
original spokes were created around the mid-1400s (Chapman, 1999: 6).
This unique religious ceremony is important to the Apsáalooke. It is what kept our
enemies at bay (Personal communication, George Reed Jr. February 18, 2015). The
ceremony was passed on to other generations and was practiced until the mid-1800s
when it was outlawed by the US government because of the brutality of the dance. But it
didn’t matter because the practice was no longer needed due to the moratorium on raiding
parties. This dance was given by the Creator to Burnt Face so there is a connection to the
spirituality foundation of Crow science. The spirituality aspect and the importance to
Apsáalooke history is the reason why this story is included in this dissertation.
This version of Burnt Face was told to me by George Reed Jr. He said that he
learned many of these stories as a child while sitting around hunting camps at night.
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One day there were two little boys that were playing and jumping over the
fire. The adults told the boys to quit what they were doing but they would
not listen. One of the boys was so handsome. So handsome that there were
no others like him. This young man fell into the fire and burned half his
face. As the boy grew up they people called him Burnt Face and he didn’t
seem to mind his nick name. One day when this boy became a teenager, the
camp crier was calling his nick name. He suddenly became self-concise and
left to become a recluse. That is that. Sometimes small groups will break of
from the main camps to go hunting, or if they have bad fortune or death in
a family. They believe that bad fortune and death were contagious and in
order not to affect the entire camp they would break off. Sometimes a
jealous man will break off from the main camp to seclude his wife. It is
these little break camps that get wiped out by our enemies that they tell
stories about. One day a small camp was wiped out. They enemy took a
grandmother and her granddaughter captive. They were in the enemy camp
for some time. Every day they hid some of the food that was given to them
till one day they had enough food to escape. They traveled by night and
rested by day. They made it to the Big Horn Mountains. There in the
mountains they came across Burnt Face’s camp. They went into his tipi and
found that he acquired and made many items for both woman and men.
They two were astonished how neat the tipi was kept. Suddenly Burnt Face
returned to find the two woman in his tipi. He was upset and said “I did not
want to see another person. How come you have come to my camp?” The
grandmother replied and told them of their capture and how they escaped
and that they needed to return to their main camp. Burnt Face listened and
agreed to help them but first he needed to do something that his father
requested of him. The grandmother told her granddaughter to lay with him
so that he will marry her. If he married her they would be set for life. That
night the granddaughter did like her grandmother instructed but was
rejected by Burnt Face. Eventually he married her. They next day they went
to the top of the mountain and there the two helped him build the Large
Camp. This place is known as the Medicine Wheel today. This is a revenge
dance. It has kept our enemies at bay. The enemies have never been able to
wipe out the entire nation. There have been small encampments where
massacres have occurred like at Red Lodge but never the entire tribe
(Personal communication George Reed Jr., February 18th 2015).
It is well known among Apsáalooke elders that Burnt Face made four of these
medicine wheels. The locations of three are widely known, Big Bull Elk Creek area in the
Big Horn Mountains, one on the foothills near Ft. Smith, Montana, and the more
popularly known Medicine Wheel in the Big Horn Mountains of Wyoming. The fourth
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one has not been located. While many tribes have laid claim to Burnt Face’s Medicine
Wheel, it is one of the Apsáalooke sacred sites that has become desecrated with offerings
others have placed around it. The Apsáalooke ideology is that we do not sleep at the
fasting bed of others, meaning that we do not disturb rock formations left by other
people. We do not know the protocols of being within that rock formation and that there
is a special bond between the person who built it and the creator (Personal
communication George Reed Jr. February 18, 2015).
Although small breakout camps may have been decimated by enemy tribes, the
entire nation has never been at threat of elimination. And it was because of this revenge
dance learned through Burnt Face. (Personal communication George Reed Jr., February
18th 2015). Medicine, for the lack of a better term, was used to benefit the tribe. It appears
that this particular one was used to keep our enemies at bay. There were three major
conflicts where large combined forces of enemy tribes failed to displace the Apsáalooke
from their territory.
Xapáaliia, or medicine, is part of the spiritual foundation of Native science. What
protocols that are used when opening a bundle or performing an action is using the
language foundation of Native science. I have come to the realization that the four
foundations of Native science can be combined. In the instance of this revenge dance,
both the spirituality foundation and the language foundation are integrated to the
community foundation to the cosmos through the observation of the summer solstice.
This particular story showcases how the four foundations of Native science are
interrelated.
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One of the purposes of this dissertation is to establish the Apsáalooke culture
through time and space. This story and the associated cultural features on the landscape
accomplish this goal. Through oral tradition and with archeology we can establish that in
the mid-1500s, Burnt Face built the “Large Camp” on the Big Horn Mountains and that
there was a specific ceremony associated with it. Because of the increased activity by
other tribes to the site they have desecrated this site. This site is desecrated because our
cultural view is different from the other tribes that have laid claim to the site. In order for
a tribe to claim a site there should be conditions that a tribe should have to meet. These
conditions could include a traditional name for a site and possibly oral tradition for a site.
There could also be a scientific aspect like archeology where a site can be dated. By
doing this a site can be held with the respect that a tribe has for it.

Big Metal

Big Metal nearly met an early demise, but in the end, he outlived four
generations. Big Metal’s story blends social issues, technological advances, assistance
from the animal kingdom, and spirituality to create an epic drama. The story begins on
the cliffs of the Big Horn Canyon. Big Metal’s assistance from the animal kingdom saves
him from certain death. He gains new technology from the badger for using stakes for
sweat-lodges and tipis. Prior to this, rocks were used to hold down the coverings of these
two structures. The social issue that is addressed in this story is the cruel treatment of step
children by step parents. It is uncertain if this was an issue at the time, within Apsáalooke
families, but since the story is based on it, I believe that it may have been an issue.
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Big Metal receives the third of the three Apsáalooke sweat-lodges in this story.
The sweat-lodge that Big Metal received allowed him to outlive four generations.
Because one of the belief ways was received in this story it has its importance in the
continued development of the Apsáalooke story. Because the Apsáalooke value life
above all possessions, the extension of one’s life was an important aspect of Apsáalooke
ideology. When an Apsáalooke talked or prayed they say that they want to be on the earth
for a long time. This is in reference to being a living person in the present. The story is
also significant because of the other connections to Native science,
I retrieved this story from the Bilingual Materials Development Center out of the
Montana School District 17H. It is told by Henry Old Coyote.
“Uuwatisee” (Metal That Is Big)
Back in the days when the Apsáalooke (Crow Indians) used to move their
camp from place to place, they especially enjoyed camping near the Big
Horn Mountains. These mountains were named after the big horn Sheep
that lived there. The Crow people occasionally hunted the big horn sheep,
not because the people were starving, but rather for a change or variety from
their regular diet. The young Crow men, during this time would participate
in war parties to prove their prowess and to attain recognition within the
tribe. As the story unfolds, a certain Crow warrior who is with a small war
party is killed in battle. Upon the war party’s return to camp, the warrior’s
wife, laden with child, is informed of her husband’s death. The bereaved
woman contemplates her future, unaware that the forces have already
planned her fate. She was to give birth to a son, who was destined to become
a leader and a legend to her people. After the birth of her son, the mother
and child remained content for no major incidents interrupted their lives.
All went well until the woman remarried.
From the start, when the other people were present, the stepfather gave the
impression that he loved and cared for his stepson. The stepfather would
take the boy with him to wherever he went. When the stepfather rounded
up horses or if he decided to go hunting, he always took the boy along. He
would let the boy ride their best horse and allow him to pack meat into
camp. He always boasted about the boy. If there were people camping near
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that could overhear, the stepfather would say, “Later on, this little man will
be the main provider.” This was a compliment to the boy, but actually the
stepfather’s real feeling were exactly the opposite. He never really cared
for the boy. The stepfather felt the boy was in the way. He was constantly
seeking some way to get rid of him.
One particular year the people moved around until they were within the
vicinity of Muddy Springs. There was an abundance of buffalo within the
area, and the Head Chief announced, to the other leaders, “Come on over.
Let’s smoke together and make plans.”
The Chief and the other leaders discussed their alternatives. They decided
it was a good area to camp, for the womenfolk would a chance to work on
hikes they were tanning. Since there was no enemy spotted in the area, the
women could stretch and dry the hides enough so they could be easily
packed without the danger of the hides spoiling when the camp moved
again.
Once the decision was made to camp, the Chief announced to the people,
“We are not going to move for a day or so. Anyone wanting to hunt for
game, can plan on it. You are free to go.” After he had heard the Chief’s
announcement, the stepfather said to his wife, “I will not hunt buffalo. I
will take the boy with me and hunt big horn sheep.”
Early the next morning the camp was buzzing with excitement as the men
prepared to go hunt for game. Some of the men decided to hunt for buffalo,
others for elk and deer. As it turned out, no one else was going to hunt big
horn sheep.
Thus the stage was set. In the story, the stepfather is blamed, and yet in
light of the events that followed, it was as if some power was present which
directed the man’s actions that day. Whatever the force may have been, this
was the opportunity for which the stepfather had waited. The stepfather
grabbed his opportunity to take the boy with him. As they left camp, he
announced, “We are going to look for big horn sheep. I have hunted big
horns before. I know just where they are located.” When they were last
seen together, the stepfather and the boy were headed in the direction of
Hole-in-Rock. The National Park Service calls this place “jug handle”,
while the old-time cowboys call it “eagle eye”. Together, they rode along
the upper edge of the steep wall of the deep Big Horn Canyon. When they
had arrived within the area of Hole-in-Rock, the stepfather decided to ride
along the edge of the cliff. As they proceeded, the stepfather kept looking
down into the canyon, pretending to be searching for big horn sheep.
Finally, he got off his horse, walked to the edge, looked down, and said to
the boy, “There are some big horn sheep down there. See them?” The boy
immediately got off his horse, walked to the edge of the cliff, and looked
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down. “No,” said the boy, for he did not see any sheep. “Yes,” insisted the
man. “There are some big horns sheep down there.” “I still don’t see them,”
said the boy as his eyes searched the canyon in vain. “Well, lean over a little
further,” instructed the stepfather, “and you will see them.” Trying to spot
the big horn sheep below, the boy leaned far out over the edge. At that
precise moment, his stepfather shoved him from behind. He was too startled
to regain his balance or have time to grasp anything. The boy knew it was
useless, he could not prevent himself from falling into the deep canyon.
As the stepson fell out of sight, the stepfather took the boy’s horse and left.
(No one to this day knows what he did with the horse. It is believed he too
the boy’s horse toward Dryhead and got rid of it-killed it or turned it loose
where it could not return to camp). Having disposed of the horse, the
stepfather headed back to camp. He arrived after dark. When he entered
the lodge alone, the boy’s mother immediately asked, “Where’s the boy?”
“Oh, he came home a long time ago,” lied the man. “Isn’t he here yet? I
spotted some big horn sheep and followed them along the canyon. I told
the boy to return to camp. I asked him if he could find his way and he said
‘yes’. I tracked the big horn sheep until I lost them that is when I came
back.”
The distraught woman ran out of her lodge in search of the Chief. When
she reached him, she told the Head Chief, “Our little boy is lost! He didn’t
come home. I’d like to have the help of the good in the camp to look for
my boy. I’m asking for your help!”
The Head Chief immediately summoned the leaders in the camp, saying, “I
want the sub-chiefs to come and smoke with me.” So the men heard the
announcement and came. They formed a circle so they could easily smoke
and talk about the situation at hand. The Head Chief said to the group, “A
boy is lost. All able bodied men are to get their best horses and search for
the boy that went hunting for big horn sheep with his father. His father sent
him home but he has not yet returned. Maybe his horse stepped in a gopher
hole or maybe he is hurt and needs help.”
When the Head Chief asked the stepfather where he had gone hunting the
stepfather led the men to a different are for he knew that their chances of
accidently finding the boy if he lived, was minimal. At last, the stepfather
stopped, “This is where the boy left me,” he said. He indicated that this was
the spot where he and the boy parted.
The men started tracking but the others had been hunting in the area also.
They were dismayed and confused when they found many tracks going in
all directions. They searched all that day following track after track. They
couldn’t find traces of the boy, so the men went back to camp.
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While the men of the camp searched the country side for the boy. The
distraught mother couldn’t bear the thought of her son being lost, so she
went to the edge of the camp and cried. The mother prayed to the heavenly
bodies and forces, crying out that she wanted to see her little boy again.
Although her knowledge about the great powers was limited, she appealed
to all of them.
After the men had been searching for four consecutive days, the Chief made
the decision to move camp for the search party failed to find any traces of
the boy. The Chief thought perhaps the boy had wandered away from the
area. There was a strong possibility the boy was captured by a war party
and taken away. The Chief felt the boy was old enough to know that he was
Crow, and would someday return to his people. Since neither the boy nor
his horse was found, the Chief concluded that he must have been captured.
In those days, the women would cut their hair at the death of a loved one.
When the sad mother was informed of the Chief’s decision to give up the
search, she cut her hair and wore the clothes of mourning.
Chapter II
When the stepfather pushed the boy over the edge of the cliff, he took it for
granted the boy had met a violent death. However, the forces once again
intervened for the boy didn’t fall all the way to the river bottom. The boy
was able to grasp the branch of a cedar growing along the cliff. The cedar
tree’s branches were forked in such a way that it didn’t break under the
boy’s weight. Straddling the branch he held on for dear life. Fortunately,
the tree was large enough for him to occasionally change his position. The
frightened boy looked around hoping to find a solution to his problem. To
his dismay, there was no way up or down for the height was too great and
walls too steep to climb. If he fell off the branch, he’d be crushed on the
rocks below. When finally he realized that he had been pushed by
stepfather, the boy felt it was hopeless, that there was nothing he could do
but cry.
For three days the boy wailed in desperation. Then at the dawn of the fourth
day, he overheard some voices. One voice was the voice of a girl. The boy
in the tree could tell that she addressed a boy because of the name, OneThat-Is-Able-To-Run-Along-The-Side-Of-A-Sharp-Incline.
When the
other voice answered it, it was that of a boy. He addressed the girl as Big
Horn Sheep Woman. The stranded boy could not see anyone, he just
overheard voices talking to each other. Big Horn Sheep Woman exclaimed,
“There’s a poor creature that is helpless, a pitiful creature in distress!”
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One-That-Is-Able-To-Run-Along-The-Side-Of-A-Sharp-Incline
said,
“Yes, I see him but what can we do?” Big Horn Sheep Woman replied,
“Why don’t we go back and tell the rest and see what they can do.”
Then, the two voices fell silent, all the boy could hear was the sound of
hooves as they went along the canyon wall. The marooned boy could tell
by the sound of rocks tumbling down that the boy and girl moved along the
canyon away from him. Suddenly, he sensed excitement in the air, he
strained to hear what was said at the bottom of the canyon. The sounds he
heard were audible but they were too far away and the voices were hazy.
Then he clearly head someone announce, “There’s a poor one up on the side
of the canyon with no on to help him. I’m calling upon the strong ones who
are sure of themselves; the most able among you.” He said, “I am named
White Horn, You all know me. I’m calling you, for I am older than you,
my horns are weather-beaten. My appearance is white, even my horns are
worn from age. Although I am old; gray in appearance and have seen many
years, I am wise.” Appealing to the strong ones, and those who had
confidence in themselves he said, “I’m calling you all together. Come
forward and help the helpless one. Your abilities and talents are required at
this time. You who are most qualified, the time has arrived for you to
display courage and your ability to help.” Shortly after the boy heard the
announcement, he noticed two young big horn sheep climbing up the steep
rocks toward him. He was surprised when the girl sheep turned to the boy
sheep and spoke. Big Horn Sheep Woman asked, “Shall we tell him now?”
The boy sheep answered, “He’ll find out soon enough.” Then the girl sheep
said, “I’m going to tell him anyway.” She addressed the boy in the tree,
“Older brother, the most able ones of our kind are on their way to give you
help.”
One-That-Is-Able-To-Run-Along-The-Side-Of-A-Sharp-Incline, ran along
the canyon walls pretending to have a good time for he was trying to keep
the stranded boy’s spirits up by letting him know he had company now.
Big Horn Sheep Woman said to the boy in the tree, “Cease crying, older
brother. They’re going to help you now.”
At dawn, the marooned boy heard the clatter of beating hooves slowly
coming toward him. He was amazed when seven big horn sheep appeared
on the lower canyon shelf. Slowly, they climbed the steep canyon wall.
They finally stopped at the spot where the younger sheep had first spotted
the boy and gathered around.
The boy gazed down upon the big horn sheep standing below him. He
observed that the sheep were huge and looked strong. He noticed the leader
talking to the rest of the big horn sheep. The leader said, “All right, we’ll
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try, we’ll try. Now, we know all of you are confident and sure footed, but
I’m only going to call on four of you. Big Horn Ram, I select you to try
first. Next, I’ll call on Big Horn Sheep. Then I’m going to call on Never
Slips, and Big Metal will be last. All right, Big Horn Ram, you take the
lead and we’ll all follow.”
Without hesitating, Big Horn Ram was alongside the boy in the tree. “My
child, I have come to help you. But you must do as I say. I want you to
grab my horns and drop onto my back and close your eyes.” The boy
contemplated his choices, he could risk falling into the canyon to obtain
freedom or remain on the cedar branch to die. He had no alternatives!
Letting go of the cedar, he grabbed Big Horn Ram’s horns and eased himself
onto the back of the sheep. The boy desperately clutched the ram’s horns,
closed his eyes and nuzzled his face into the ram’s thick, wooly neck.
All of the sheep seemed to sense the feelings of the boy. White Horn
encouraged the frightened boy by saying, “My child, don’t be afraid. Do as
you’re told if you want to get out of this canyon alive.” The boy was not
comfortable on the back of Big Horn Ram and he was not a good passenger.
He could feel the ram jumping and lurching slowly up the steep canyon
wall. Big Horn Ram halted his climb because his cumbersome burden had
totally exhausted him. Addressing Big Horn Sheep, he said, “Come to my
assistance. Your help is needed now.”
So Big Horn Sheep pulled alongside and said to the boy, “Now you must
change to my back and do the same as you were instructed before.”
The boy still was a difficult burden to carry, yet Big Horn Sheep climbed
until his strength was sapped. He knew it was time to stop, so he called out
saying, “I’m worn out now. Come, Never Slips, your help is needed now.”
Never Slips gave the boy the same instructions as the others, “Close your
eyes, grab my horns and have confidence in me.” He then lunged forward
determined to reach the top. When he could go no further, he challenged
the biggest sheep of all. He said, “All right, Big Metal, come on. You have
always questioned our abilities; let us now see what you can do!”
The big ram came and gave the boy the following instructions, “Keep your
eyes closed and hang onto my horns. I’ll try my best!” He announced to
the other sheep, “You have brought him far enough. Now, I will attempt to
carry him further!”
The moment the boy settled himself on the ram’s back and closed his eyes,
he could feel the ram take a might leap forward. He tensed his muscles
again, for another wild ride. To his amazement, the ram was walking
smoothly as if on level ground. “My child,” the big ram said, “You can
open your eyes now. You’re on top.”
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The boy quickly opened his eyes. He was on top of the canyon wall!
Excited, he searched the area for the other sheep who had carried him. He
spotted them laying upon the ground and panting for air, totally exhausted
from their ordeal. Then, the old wise sheep with a white face and horns
advised the boy, “Wait for them to get their wind back. Be patient and wait
awhile. Your fathers will give you valuable information and instructions.”
Rested and breathing easier, the seven sheep: Big Metal, Never Slips, Big
Horn Sheep, White Horn, Cupped Hooves, Ram Sits Down, and Big Horn
Ram told the boy, “We seven rule these Big Horn Mountains.” The boy
stared in awe at the last sheep who had carried him to the top, for he had
horns and hooves of glistening metal. Speaking to the boy, the ram with
glistening horns and hooves said, “My name is Big Metal. I give you that
name now.” (It is believed Big Metal meant gold because of its glistening
appearance).
Then Big Metal ordered White Horn to announce to all the animals and
birds to come and gather around. White Horn made the announcement
immediately. It didn’t take long for everyone in the area or within hearing
distance to show up.
After they had gathered, Big Metal said, “I am the Chief of the Big Horn
Sheep in these mountains. I have already given you my name, my child. I
give you, with my name, the knowledge and skills that is necessary to be a
chief. I foresee you to accomplish many things and become a Chief of all
Chiefs.”
He turned and addressed the different animals and birds, “All of you in the
animal kingdom possess powers; yet, you didn’t come to the aid of this boy
in distress. You failed to utilize your powers. I, Big Metal, have brought
your child to safe ground. After we have finished explaining to the boy the
various powers that he will inherit from us, it will be your turn to grant him
special powers or skills if you wish.” Never Slips told him, “I am Never
Slips, my power of being surefooted I give to you so that you may never fall
down, even when riding horseback in battle.”
Big Horn Ram addressed him, “My child, I am Big Horn Ram, bull of the
herd. I give you now the right to be a leader of your people.”
Big Horn Sheep said, “My child, you will have keen eyes, a keen sense of
hearing and a keen mind. All of your senses will be sharp for these are my
powers and I give them to you.”
Ram Sits Down and Cupped Hooves said, “The ability to survive mortal
wounds is what we give you. The enemy’s ability to kill you will be
deterred by the powers we give you.”
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Then the old, wise sheep, White Horn, said “My child, I now give you the
right to be an announcer at the gatherings and at all the celebrations of your
people. This right is earned and handed down from generation to
generation. If an individual who hasn’t earned this right and tries to use it
and something goes wrong, he will be blamed. Also, my child, I, White
Horn, have the ability to talk to the people who have gone beyond. When
you wish to alert your people, before you say anything, holler four times. I
will listen for you and give you my support.”
When White Horn told the boy these things, he also gave him the
expression: “Today’s a good day.”
White Horn instructed the boy, “Ask the spirits to listen to you. If you say,
‘Today’s a good day’, it will be so. Say, ‘There is nothing wrong with this
day. Let’s get going.’ If you are alerting the people to go on a war party,
begin by saying, ‘It’s a good day’, and it will be a successful venture.”
Finally, Big Metal said, “My child, if you are going into battle or before
announcing to the people, call upon us for help, we will be listening. When
the time comes for you to lead your tribe, appeal to Big Horn Ram, the bull
of the herd. Whenever you want to use your other senses, all upon Big Horn
Sheep. If you want to make sure you not stumble, address Never Slips; say,
‘Sure Footed One, be with me today. I don’t want to slip’.”
One by one, the sheep explained to the boy what characteristics one needed
to lead a good life. All seven sheep had something to contribute, an ability
or quality that was better than the average. He was told that he would be a
prophet for his people and that he was destined to become a great chief.
He also was informed that nothing on this earth would cause him death until
he had outlived four generations. One ram explained, “Even if someone
comes against you with a weapon, he won’t be able to kill you. You will
be a good provider and a good leader. We give you all these powers for we
are the rulers of these mountains. That river down there at the bottom of
the canyon is the Big Horn River. Whatever you do, don’t change its name.
It shall always be known as the Big Horn River. If you ever change the
name of the river, there will be no more Apsáalooke. The Apsáalooke will
be nothing.”
Then Big Metal turned and addressed the animals and birds, “We are
finished, it is now your turn. Come forward, if you wish to give or tell our
child something.” So the different animals and birds came forward and
granted the boy the right to use their various powers by calling upon them.
All the animals and birds adopted him as their child. The eagle said, “My
child, I now give you my powers. When you wear a plume, your body will
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be like that plume. A plume can’t be hit hard or directly. Use this power in
battle to protect yourself.”
When all had finished, they said, “The powers we have given you cannot be
matched by anyone, for they are stronger. We give you the right to tease
these people with lesser powers. You can break their taboos without
consequences to yourself for your powers are the greatest.” Then the
animals told him the taboos that he had to follow. He was warned, “Once
the sacred bundle is in place in your lodge, do not pass under it or the
consequences will be bad. Also, do not break bones inside your lodge.
Remember to take them outside.”
They also instructed the boy on how to deal with his stepfather. They told
him, “Your homecoming will be a great surprise to your stepfather. Don’t
be afraid to tell your people what happened, or to explain the things we’ve
told you. Take this piece of sinew with you. Upon entering your mother’s
lodge, you are to immediately throw the sinew into the fire. Ignore your
stepfather, don’t do anything to him yourself. Your uncles and fathers here
will take care of your stepfather for you. Just remember to throw the sinew
into the fire and leave the rest to us.”
“Now before you go, we have one more thing to tell you. This man here,”
said the sheep pointing to the badger, “Whenever he decides he doesn’t want
to be moved, he digs his claws into the ground making him hard to budge.
He would like to tell you something.”
The badger stepped forward and spoke, “The earth is my support, my
shelter, my defense, my weapon, it is everything to me. When you get
home, you are to build a sweat-lodge. Within this structure, dig a pit and
place some hot rocks inside it. After you have entered the seat, pour water
on the rocks and call upon us; the Badger and Big Metal. Remember this
when you are seeking help. Call upon me, the earth-the Badger, whenever
you are in a bad situation. If someone is trying to crowd you out, utter your
father’s name and my name for I will stick my claws into the ground for
you. All of your fathers and I will hear and assist you.”
“Now, my child, it is time to go back to your people. Even this morning,
they were still searching for you. Tonight, they will camp within the area.
Go now! If you start running, you will be able to find their camp. You have
been given great powers, use them now! Tell your people whenever they
are hungry they are to come through this area. Even if you just think about
us, you will find that game is suddenly plentiful.” Finished with their
instructions, they told the boy to go home. Reassured his fathers would
protect him, the boy obeyed their order.
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Chapter III
Excited and anxious to see his people, the boy ran steadily till he caught up
with the camp. Upon his arrival, he went immediately to his mother’s lodge.
As he was instructed, he entered his mother’s tepee and threw the sinew into
the fire. The surprised stepfather stared at the boy in disbelief. Without
uttering a word, he grabbed his blanket and went out the door. Astonished
to see her boy, the mother shrieked mistaking him for an apparition. She
thought him dead and had even mourned his death. Dumbfounded she
stared at the boy momentarily. She slowly realized it truly was her son!
Relieved, she broke down and cried. The boy reassured his mother, “Don’t
cry. I’m back.” The commotion was overheard by the neighbors, curious
they rushed to the lodge. To their surprise, they saw the lost boy inside his
mother’s tepee. Soon the word spread throughout the camp, “The boy that
was lost is back!” The people’s curiosity prodded them to go to the lost
boy’s tepee to seek an explanation. So many people gathered to hear the
boy that the tepee overflowed with spectators. Finally the sides of the tepee
were lifted and the boy sat in the center. Noted warriors came to inquire
about the events that had taken place. They assured him if any foul play
had occurred, the stepfather would be punished. With encouragement, the
boy told his people about the pain, suffering, and joy that he had
experienced during his ordeal. His initial attempt of telling his story failed
because he could not control his emotions. Finally he regained his
composure enough to relate his experience. At first, when the boy told the
people about his stepfather deliberately pushing him off the cliff, the
warriors were ready to punish him immediately. But the boy said, “Wait!
Don’t attempt to punish my stepfather. Make your decision after I have
completed my story.”
The boy, then described in detail his rescue, the powers he had inherited and
the instructions he received from his adopted fathers. After he had
completed his tale, the boy quietly waited for the warrior’s decision. The
warriors felt it was not up to them to take the matter into their hands. They
decided to let the elements and forces deal with the stepfather. The matter
concerning his stepfather was settled, at last.
Then the boy announced to his people his father, the Badger, gave them a
gift, the sweat-lodge. Mindful of the Badger’s instructions, he explained
every detail carefully. He impressed upon his people that the sweat-lodge
should be regarded as a religious ceremony, to be respected and used
accordingly. Satisfied with what they had heard, the people returned to their
lodges.
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Chapter IV
That winter the Apsáalooke moved their camp several times. In the spring,
while patches of snow still lay on the ground, the Apsáalooke began the trek
to their summer camp area. One day, as the warriors and young men rode
alongside the camp procession, they discovered a very strange array of
articles. Excited, they hollered for the caravan to halt. Worried about the
cause of the commotion the people ran towards the warriors. The men
cautiously approached the spectacle in hope of identifying its origin, to
determine if it was man or beast. The stepfather’s remains were identified
only after a careful examination of the remnants had taken place. The
people noticed that his body was bent and twisted, like sinew curls after it
has been thrown in a hot fire. The stepfather had relatives among the people
who quietly buried his remains. Without a comment the people proceeded
with their journey, leaving the memory of the stepfather behind in the place
where they had found him.
From that time on we hear nothing about Big Metal’s boyhood. It appears
he grew normally. Nothing out of the ordinary was every noticed until he
became a young man. Then the people saw that Big Metal had keen eyes,
a fine sense of humor, a sharp mind, and was physically very active and
strong; everything Crows desire in a young man. His reputation as an
outstanding young man continued to grow as he participated in war parties
and hunting excursions. He was a good warrior, accomplishing all deeds
necessary to become a chief. Already he was one of the chiefs of the camp.
His ability to make predictions was valued for he often warned his people
when enemy war parties approached and usually directed the hunters to
areas where game was plentiful. Before he participated in a war party he
would foretell what he was going to accomplish: whether he would get
horses, kill the enemy, or whatever. The people often remarked about how
Big Metal’s fathers predictions about the boy were slowly being fulfilled.
There were many occasions when Big Metal’s powers were tested. On one
occasion, a man was smoking while his wife watched the door. When Big
Metal approached, the wife said, “My husband is smoking. You can’t go
in.” In the Crow Tribe, when a man is smoking, the door or fire should not
be molested. Big Metal responded, “If he is smoking, he should invite us
in,” and entered anyway. The fire was dying down so he said to the man,
“What’s the matter? It’s cold in here!” Big Metal helped himself to the
sticks throwing them into the fire causing it to blaze up making the lodge
warm.
On another occasion, one member of the tribe had a live otter. The otter
was not a pet, but a patron from which the man got power. This otter had
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the capability to change itself into a woman. She would not talk to people
but make predictions. Unfortunately, the prophecies of the otter were
usually bad for she always predicted undesirable events such as, a young
man’s death, a bad hunt, or other misfortunes. If she would say, “Some
young man will meet a married woman and make family problems,” it
would occur.
Big Metal never liked the otter woman, he felt she was misusing her powers
and refused to talk to her. One day, as the warriors were preparing for battle,
otter woman predicted Big Metal would be killed. Contrary to otter
woman’s predictions, he counted coup and was chosen to lead the victorious
war party into camp. When otter woman saw Big Metal, she cried, “I made
a false prediction! Please hide me! He will kill me!” As otter woman
feared, Big Metal came to confront her. He said, “We know what you are
capable of for you are a supernatural being. Therefore you have no business
among humans; even to come and talk to my people. You have no rights!
The only thing you are concerned with in your life is charming men. You
fool them with your ability to change your wrinkled female body. That’s
all you are good for. Leave now! Don’t ever go near an Apsáalooke camp
again! Don’t come back! You belong in the water and now shall return to
it. You’ve gone to extremes, your talk, and your undertakings are
undesirable and foolish. Leave now. If you are still here the next time I
come around, I’ll take care of you!” Satisfied, Big Metal turned and walked
away from otter woman. Furious, otter woman marched toward the nearest
stream. When she plunged into the river, she looked over one shoulder and
exclaimed, “I will leave for now, but my encounters with your young men
will continue.” There are many other stories about otter woman’s contact
with the Apsáalooke people, and it is said that whoever had a relationship
with her became mentally unbalanced later in life.
As time went on, Big Metal’s deeds and reputation as an outstanding man
grew. There are many stories told by the Apsáalooke where his name or
adventures are mentioned. His adopted father’s prediction that he would
outlive four generations eventually became true. Before he died, he told the
people that he wanted to be buried next to the Big Horn River. He said,
“My fathers, the big sheep will come after me. Remember, when you need
help call upon the Badger and the other animals by their names. If you
follow these instructions they will come to the people’s aid.”
One fine day, Big Metal wrapped his blankets around himself and laid
down. For he knew the time for him to die had arrived! He was buried in a
tree near the Big Horn River next to what is now the Big Horn Ranch. From
that time on, when the people visited or passed by his burial place, they left
beads, tobacco or took a pipe and offered their prayers. The people also
performed these rituals at the place where he was pushed off the cliff. This
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ritual is still practiced by some of the Apsáalooke today. According to the
instructions of the rams, their names have been carried on in the Apsáalooke
Tribe to this day. Families bear such names as Surefooted One, Big Horn
Sheep Woman, and Big Horn Ram.
The Apsáalooke still believe that it is taboo to change the name of the Big
Horn River and Mountains for fear that they will cease to exist. The
teachings and name of Big Metal will continue as his story is retold and
passed on to each generation (Old Coyote, 1985).
Within the social norms and morays of the Apsáalooke, children are loved and
considered gifts from the creator. If anyone harmed a child, the person was taken out of
the camp and beaten to death (Personal communication George Reed, Jr., May 20 2014).
It is interesting that the swift justice described by George Reed Jr. was not followed. The
demise of the stepfather seems far more horrific and painful than what the men could
have done. This was definitely a strong statement to all would-be abusers.
Each of the seven rams that assisted Big Metal gave him their powers as gifts to
help through life. Big Metal the sheep gave Big Metal the child his name and his abilities
of being a chief. Big Metal was the chief of all the big horn sheep in the mountains and
by giving his ability to lead the boy was destined to become a great leader. The Big Horn
Sheep took pity on the young Big Metal. They adopted him as their own as did the rest of
the animal kingdom that gave him gifts. This adoption through the environment of these
animals made Big Metal a great leader.
Never Slips gave Big Metal his ability of being sure footed so that Big Metal will
never fall down, even when riding horseback. This gift is physical in nature but can be
viewed symbolically. The symbolism is that Big Metal is grounded to the earth or owned
by the earth. The natural law of the land is powerful. This natural law not only adopted
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the Apsáalooke but also Big Metal. This of course is connected to the environmental
foundation of Native science.
Big Horn Ram being the bull of the herd gave Big Metal the ability to lead. The
ability to lead involves taking command. This ability to take command not only involves
humans that Big Metal leads but also the environment. Having been adopted by the earth,
Big Horn Ram’s gift gave Big Metal to command the environment to control it. Once
again the connection to Native science through the environment foundation.
Big Horn Sheep gave Big Metal keen eyes, keen sense of hearing, and a keen mind.
Again this gift is physical but also symbolic. The gift involves the senses. These senses
that are enhanced are the ones that deal with the natural environment. The ability allows
Big Metal to become one with the environment.
Cupped Hooves and Ram Sits Down give Big Metal the ability to survive mortal
wounds. White Horn gave Big Metal the right to speak and announce at gatherings and
celebrations. This ability goes in hand with the language foundation. Because words are
sacred one must have the right to speak in public. The tipi became a stronger structure
with the stake. The stake was angled in to make the tipi cover tighter. A stake can be
hammered into the ground a few feet from the tipi and the tipi can be tethered down. The
stake that was given to Big Metal by badger created this technological advancement.
With this assistance from the animal kingdom, we see how the environment foundation
once again is used in the everyday life of the Apsáalooke.
Badger explained to Big Metal that his power was the earth and that this sweatlodge was like running to earth for help. There are four sacred elements that we appeal to
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in the Apsáalooke worldview: wind, fire, water, and earth. (Personal communication,
George Reed Jr. January 14 2014). Each of the three sweat-lodges had its own protocols
and its own properties on the life of an Apsáalooke. The first sweat-lodge from the Twins
was for the use of humanizing people who suffered traumatic or de-humanizing events in
their lives. The second sweat-lodge was for healing. The sweat-lodge in this story of Big
Metal is used for the extending of life. Appealing to these four elements reveals that the
Apsáalooke had a strong connection to the environmental foundation of Native science.
These stories that I have included in this chapter all occurred once the Sacred Tobacco
Plant was discovered. Although the previous stories before the Sacred Tobacco Plant
were learned before they became the Apsáalooke, they are considered part of the canon
of Apsáalooke knowledge.
Today the Apsáalooke continue to live within the territory given to them. They
continue to live the culture that was given to them over 5000 years. Heritage is gained
through culture and culture is gained through environment. Because the Apsáalooke have
never been displaced from their territorial home land they continue to be strong in their
heritage.
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CONCLUSION

The Apsáalooke developed their culture over time and space. The ancestors of the
Apsáalooke lived in the Ohio River Valley. They migrated west in search of larger game.
Each time they reached a new region their culture would change, but they maintained
core belief ways they learned previously. They went through four transitions to become
the Apsáalooke. They started as Awáakiiwilaxpaake/People Of The Earth in the Ohio
River Valley. They transitioned into Bíilukee/Our Side in the Missouri River Valley. In
Minnesota and North Dakota they became Awashée/Earthen Lodges. Finally in Montana
and Wyoming they became the Apsáalooke/Children Of The Large Beaked Bird. During
each of these transitions the Apsáalooke learned a belief way.
Why did they migrate? Beginning approximately 4000 to 5000 years ago the
antique bison transition to the modern day bison. The Bíilukee people emerged from the
Siouan language family and moved west into the Missouri River Valley. They were
pursuing the modern bison that had developed at this time. The modern bison probably
moved west because of the lusher fields of the Missouri River Valley. It only made sense
for the Bíilukee people to follow these herds. Present-day western Minnesota and North
Dakota were prime areas for horticulture. The Bíilukee people learned horticulture and
became the Awashée/Earthen Lodges. When the leader No Intestine had a vision of the
sacred Tobacco plant growing in the mountains, a 100 year journey was undertaken. The
search started in North Dakota and continued until the plant was found in the Big Horn
Mountains of Montana and Wyoming. There they established themselves to protect the
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sacred mountain that gave them their identity, Apsáalooke/Children Of The Large
Beaked Bird.
Below I summarize each transition with the location, the spoken language,
approximate time range, and the oral tradition about the belief way that was learned
(Figure 1).

Awáakiiwilaxpaake

The ancestors of the Apsáalooke or the Siouan language family base was located
in the Ohio River Valley. This was from time immemorial to 4000 to 5000 years ago. In
this era, the Clan system, the first belief way, was learned through the creation story.
They later learned the second belief way of the sweat lodge in the Twins story. There are
three different sweat lodges that are practiced by the Apsáalooke. The one learned in the
Twins story was the first of these.
Bíilukee

The Bíilukee are all the languages that are derived from this split. Even to today
we call ourselves Bíilukee. The Bíilukee language split from the main Siouan language
base approximately 4000 to 5000 years ago. They moved into the Missouri River Valley.
The learned the second of the sweat lodges from the Seven Sacred Bison Bulls story.

Awashée

The Awashée split off from the Bíilukee people approximately 3000 years ago.
They settled in earthen lodges in Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota. They
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spoke a dialect of the Bíilukee language. They learned the third belief way of the Pipe
from the story of the two hunters.

Apsáalooke

The Apsáalooke language diverged from the Hidatsa language approximately
2500 years ago. They migrated in search of the Sacred Tobacco plant that was seen in a
vision. The plant was found in the Big Horn Mountains that straddles modern day
Montana and Wyoming. By finding the Sacred Tobacco Plant they were given the
adoption ceremony of the Tobacco Dance as the fourth belief way. They also learned the
third of the sweat lodges in the Big Metal story.

Oral Tradition

Analyzing the oral stories in the knowledge base of the Apsáalooke yielded an
interesting revelation. The stories that were told in the Awáakiiwilaxpaake era were
stories of monsters. People in these stories never relied on animals or the environment. In
the Grandmother’s Grandson story, Grandson relied on the celestial body of the Sun. In
the Twins story and Grizzly Bear Lodge story, the characters relied on themselves. The
Awáakiiwilaxpaake were in the Ohio River Valley prior to 5000 years ago.
There was no massive westward expansion prior to 4000 to 5000 years ago. At
the time of the Bíilukee people venturing west there was a geographic barrier that would
have kept most people from expanding west. These feature is of course the Mississippi
River.
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There was an increase of reliance of the environment and animals in the stories
that followed the Bíilukee migration west. The bison herds were fattened on the lusher
grass fields in the Missouri River Valley. As time progressed the stories also progressed
in the direction of the animal kingdom assisting and teaching.

Native Science

I analyzed the oral tradition by matching what Native science foundation
connection can be made. My original plan was to only review the stories where a belief
way was learned and how this belief way fit into the science foundation. What I did find
is that every story has a bridge that connects to all or one of the Native science
foundations. It was harder to make connections with the earlier stories because of
environmental factors but I was still able to locate a few connections through the
community foundation. For instance in “Grandmother’s Grandson,” the Sun is a celestial
body. This celestial body is part of the greater cosmos. The cosmos is equivalent to the
community foundation.
The stories that came after the initial migration were bursting with Native science
connections because of the higher reliance of the environment. Yellow Leggings story
had a connection to every Native science foundation. The animals that assisted him were
part of the environmental foundation. The admonishment at the end of the story of how
humans were a part of the whole tipi fit in the community foundation. Acquiring White
Owl as Xapáaliia was the spirituality foundation of Native science. When Yellow
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Leggings had to cry was the language foundation of Native science. We can apply Native
science to any Apsáalooke oral tradition through this analysis.
Indigenous ways of knowing have always been based on that culture’s knowledge
of the environment that they reside on. Likewise, Native science is ways of knowing by
various tribes in the environment that they occupied. By studying the cultures and oral
traditions of the various tribes, one should be able to observe how a tribal group practices
Native science.

Education

In recent years, the younger generation of Apsáalooke have lost their cultural
identities. Mass-media and social-media are one reason for this loss of knowledge. Elders
have also stopped teaching while the children are young. The losses all point to adults not
passing on their knowledge and adults who have not learned their culture. Some of these
Apsáalooke are Christians, who continue the work of the Euro-American assimilation of
Natives by considering this tribal knowledge as backward at best and heathenistic at
worst. I remember growing up in fear of my true identity as an Apsáalooke. I have since
learned to be proud of who I am and to practice these cultural ways. It is for the
Apsáalooke youth that I write this Dissertation. They are the future and I want our future
to know who they are proudly and practicing.
A component of the education concept is to develop a course that can be offered
at Little Big Horn College, the Apsáalooke Tribal college. Dr. Gregory Cajete writes,
“The living place, the learners’ extended family, the clan and the tribe provided the
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context and source for teaching. In this way, every situation provided a potential
opportunity for learning, and basic education was not separated from the natural, social,
or spiritual aspects of everyday life. Living and learning were fully integrated” (Cajete
1994: 33).
There are various reasons, but the one variable that can be changed is in
education. It is from this angle that this dissertation can make a difference. Paul Boyer
writes, “But education is, as always the key to social renewal, and without question the
most significant development in American Indian communities since World War II was
the creation of tribally controlled colleges, institutions of higher learning founded by
tribes and governed by Indians. More than any other single institution, they are changing
lives and offering real hope for the future” (Boyer, 1997: 1). It is important to revitalize
our traditional teachings and knowledge as part of the process of decolonization and
healing. Alfred clearly states this when he writes, “The only way we can survive is to
recover our strength, our wisdom, and our solidarity by honoring and revitalizing the core
of our traditional teachings. Only by heeding the voices of our ancestors can we restore
our nations and put peace, power, and righteousness back into the hearts and mind of our
people” (Alfred, 2009: 9).
Pursuing the Tribal college option would involve developing a three credit course
at Little Big Horn College entitled Apsáalooke science. To this end I have constructed a
syllabus with a course description, course outline and outcomes (SEE Appendix A).
These will be supplemented with a lab component and a reading list. For each of these
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items and supplemental items, I will work closely with Little Big Horn College Crow
Studies Department faculty.

Final Thoughts and Future Steps

This dissertation has been a wonderful journey. I have learned so much of the
Apsáalooke culture. Not the already known knowledge that we can read in a book, but
the intricate deeper aspects of our culture through oral tradition outside of academic
books. This knowledge is not known because it is not sought out. It shows the humility of
the people that possess this knowledge and the humility that I now must practice because
I am now a Keeper of this knowledge. My next step is to combine my Master’s thesis and
this dissertation into a book for use as either a text book or a reference book. The
Master’s thesis will establish Native science and the four foundation while this
dissertation will establish the four Apsáalooke belief ways as Native science through time
and space.
This model can be used by other tribes to explore their scientific knowledge and
how it was applied in the past. Speaking with knowledge keepers from other tribes and
sharing this model is definitely in the realm of possibilities. Likewise, reaching out to the
western science community to explore building bridges between the two paradigms
should be undertaken. Every community is part of a larger community and in the facing
threat of global climate change these bridges could become a larger component of
managing the resources that we all share. . Chief Seattle states, “What happens to earth
happens to the children of the earth. Humankind has not woven the web of life. We are
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but one thread. Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves” (Nelson, 2008: Pg. 34).
In the spirit of cooperation that is emerging between the western science community and
the Native communities, there is opportunity to develop these bridges.
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APPENDIX A

APSAALOOKE SCIENCE SYLLBUS
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This course will introduce students to the four foundations of Native science. The focus
will be on the Apsáalooke traditional knowledge and how this knowledge system
integrates with the four Native science foundations. The course will cover various topics
including: Native science, the four Apsáalooke belief ways, the Apsáalooke tipi,
Apsáalooke Astronomy, and Apsáalooke plant knowledge.
Course Objectives
1. Students will learn about the four foundations and how these foundations are
expressed in many of the literature throughout the theory of Native science.
2. Students will learn about the Apsáalooke Clan System and how this fits into the
Community foundation in the Native science theory.
3. Students will learn about the Apsáalooke Sweat Lodge and how this fits into the
Environment foundation in the Native science theory.
4. Students will learn about the Apsáalooke Pipe and how this fits into the Language
foundation in the Native science theory.
5. Students will learn about the Apsáalooke Tobacco Society and how this fits into
the Spirituality foundation in the Native science theory.
38
6. Students will learn about the Apsáalooke tipi and how all the Apsáalooke world
view in interconnected.
Course Requirements
1) Students will write a one page response paper for that week’s reading. They will
be due at the beginning of the week and a discussion of these papers will be at the
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second half of the last class of the week. All students must participate in this
exercise as part of their grade.
2) There will be two exams in the course. A midterm exam that will cover
everything that was covered up to that point. A final exam will cover everything
that was covered after the midterm.
3) Students will learn to examine Apsáalooke knowledge and apply this knowledge
in academia by taking aspects of astronomy or plant knowledge. The students will
write a 5 page response paper to one chapter in The Stars We Know or Taste of
Heritage. Response should include what Apsáalooke knowledge that the student
will focus, how this can be applied in academia, and if it can be used in the real
world or if not. Research will be required.
Grades will be based on the following:
50% Participation, 20% Exams, 30% Response Paper
Schedule
Week 1: Introduction and Native Science
Readings- Selections from Native Science and Blackfoot Physics
Week 2: Native Science
Readings- Selections from Native Science, Blackfoot Physics
Week 3: Apsáalooke Clan
Readings- Clan system Hand Out
Week 4: Apsáalooke Clan
Readings- Clan System Hand Out
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Week 5: Apsáalooke Sweat Lodge
Readings- Sweat Lodge Hand Out
Week 6: Apsáalooke Sweat Lodge
Readings- Sweat Lodge Hand Out
Week 7: Review and Exam
Week 8: Apsáalooke Pipe
Readings- Apsáalooke Pipe Hand Out, Selections from Apsáalooke Flag
Week 9: Apsáalooke Pipe
Reading- Apsáalooke Pipe Hand Out, Selections from Apsáalooke Flag
Week 10: Tobacco Society
Readings- Tobacco Society Hand Out
Week 11: Tobacco Society
Readings- Tobacco Society Hand Out
Week 12: Apsáalooke Tipi
Readings- Apsáalooke Tipi Hand Out
Week 13: Case Study
Readings- Selections from The Stars We Know and Taste of Heritage
Week 14: Research Time
Week 15: Turn in Response Papers and Final Exam
Required Text: Native Science, Blackfoot Physics, The Stars We Know, Taste of
Heritage and The Apsáalooke Flag

